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the 2007/2008 academic year was a remarkable one in which 
the University of Pennsylvania publicly launched its largest 
ever campaign—Making History—in october 2007 and saw 
that campaign soar beyond the $2 billion mark by the end 
of June 2008. the University of Pennsylvania Museum of 
archaeology and anthropology (Penn Museum)—under the 
leadership of new Williams director richard hodges—made 
quite a bit of history of its own, drawing together its diverse 
family of overseers, curators, keepers, researchers, staff, 
students, and volunteers to engage with University leaders in a 
dialogue to shape the priorities of this remarkable institution 
in the 21st century. as it considered its own evolution, the 
Museum opened a groundbreaking exhibition—its most 
ambitious to date—Surviving: The Body of Evidence, a multi-
media journey through human evolution and adaptation 
funded by, among others, the national science foundation. 
 it was my great pleasure, along with President amy 
gutmann, Provost ron daniels, and many others, to welcome 
richard hodges to the Penn Museum on october 1, 2007. 
a world-leading classical and early medieval archaeologist 
specializing in western and Mediterranean europe, richard 
has been director of both the Prince of Wales’ institute of 
architecture in london and the British school in rome. 
for the past decade, he has worked extensively in albania, 
including on the creation of a large cultural heritage institute 
in tirana and a new archaeological museum in Butrint. he 
combines an impeccable academic background with an 
unparalleled level of leadership experience. richard moved 
quickly to put in place a new management team, bringing 
on director of development amanda Mitchell-Boyask 
in february; appointing archaeologist and editor of the 
Museum’s Expedition magazine James r. Mathieu as chief of 
staff in May (a new position to oversee the Museum’s digital 
initiatives as well as its publications and public information 
office) and appointing chief operating officer Melissa P. 
smith in June. following the retirement of deputy director 
gerald Margolis in May, he persuaded James B. Pritchard 
Professor of archaeology c. Brian rose, president of the 
archaeological institute of america, head of post-Bronze 
age excavations at troy and then-curator-in-charge of the 
Museum’s Mediterranean section, to become deputy director 
and chief curator—no small task!
 the Penn Museum is a unique institution. Part museum, 
part research institute, it is integral to the University of 
Pennsylvania as a key resource, to the city of Philadelphia and 
the region as a major cultural institution, and to the world 

as the holder of an extraordinary collection of artifacts and 
archival materials from a remarkable series of archaeological 
excavations, including those of many World heritage sites, 
and anthropological expeditions.
 strategic planning for any institution is an ongoing rather 
than a finite process, and the Penn Museum, with its multiple 
functions and a wide array of audiences and stakeholders, 
faces particular challenges in determining how best to meet 
the needs of those audiences within a balanced and sustainable 
financial model. to help the Museum community re-engage 
in a meaningful discussion about its future, richard hodges 
brought four recognized leaders from the world of archaeology 
and anthropology to campus in february. susan alcock from 
Brown University, Mary ellen Miller from yale University, 
John Barrett from the University of sheffield, and John Mack 
from the University of east anglia (and formerly the British 
Museum) spent two days meeting with curators, department 
heads, and overseers prior to participating in a panel discussion 
with Provost ron daniels and taking questions from a packed 
audience of Museum and University stakeholders. the themes 
that emerged in that discussion continued to be examined 
through the year at meetings of the Board of overseers, with 
the Museum staff, and with key volunteer groups, including 
the Women’s committee, as the management team worked 
with the University to define short-, medium-, and long-term 
plans for the Museum around the priorities of stabilizing its 
operations and finances, digitizing its collection of artifacts 
and archives, and addressing the current and future needs of 
its physical plant. 
 the Museum was fortunate to receive funding for some 
of these priorities in 2007–2008, even as planning discussions 
continue through the fall of 2008. We are deeply grateful to each 
and every one of our individual and institutional donors for 
supporting these priorities as well as the Museum’s extensive 
exhibit, conservation, research, and education programs, 
which are detailed in the following pages. our heartfelt 
appreciation, also, to the enormous body of volunteers—
acknowledged with our donors later in this report—without 
whose contribution of countless hours in each department 
and section of the Museum there would be no programs on 
which to report.  thank you.

michael j. kowalski
chair, board of overseers
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i write to you to introduce this annual report on the University 
of Pennsylvania Museum of archaeology and anthropology 
exactly one year after coming to Philadelphia as its Williams 
director. it has been a remarkable year—far more so than 
i could have imagined—coming to truly understand an 
extraordinary institution and to know the great University 
and vibrant city to which it belongs.
 to all of you who know the Museum it will come as no 
surprise when i say that it is, of course, not a single institution 
but a marriage of two. it is a museum that houses one of the 
great collections of archaeological and anthropological objects 
in the world—legally acquired with documented provenience 
and known context—and endeavors to share the story those 
objects tell through gallery displays, an active program 
of changing and traveling exhibitions, public programs, 
educational outreach programs, and a much-visited website. 
it is also a research institute that has, throughout its history, 
engaged in archaeological and anthropological research on 
every inhabited continent, including excavating famous sites 
from many of the world’s great ancient civilizations—several 
of which are now World heritage sites—and holds the 
excavation archives to those expeditions as an extraordinary 
but lesser-known part of its collections.
 in many marriages there is—dare i say—room for more 
active communication and cooperation between the two 
partners, and ensuring that museum and research institute 
are more closely aligned is one of our top priorities at the  
Penn Museum as we move forward. important research finds 
will be shared with the scholarly community and general 
public alike through our changing exhibitions, and digital 
initiatives will ensure that more of our artifacts and research 
findings alike are similarly shared through the internet, 
progressively until our entire holdings are available to a  
global audience.
 as Mike Kowalski noted, we have spent and continue 
to spend a great deal of time considering this and other 
priorities as we develop a strategic plan to move forward, best 
stewarding the Penn Museum’s assets and making optimum 
use of the revenue sources available to us which are, as for 
most non-profit institutions, limited.
 Putting together this annual report—the first for the 
Penn Museum in some years—has given us a wonderful 
opportunity to step back from our planning and take time 
to reflect on the astonishing array of exhibitions, events, 
and activities at the Museum last year alone, as well as the 

diversity of its visitors—both in person and digitally—and 
the achievements of its researchers. 
 Perhaps the most striking aspect for a newcomer to 
the Museum is its breadth of activities. the range is simply 
extraordinary: from Surviving: The Body of Evidence—the 
multi-media, interactive exhibition about ongoing human 
evolution—to small photographic shows such as Exploring 
Iran: The Photography of Erich F. Schmidt, 1930–1940; from 
major lectures by academic celebrities such as donald 
Johanson to family events like harry Potter day or our 
World culture days; from yoga in the chinese rotunda to 
presentations across Pennsylvania on topics ranging from 
ancient greek athletics to “hot chocolate: the Beverage of 
the ancient Maya” through our commonwealth speakers 
Program. dozens of evening and weekend events punctuate 
the Museum’s calendar, offering something for anyone 
interested in its collections and its place as Philadelphia’s 
center for archaeology and anthropology.
 the Penn Museum’s audiences reflect this diversity. 
on any one day there are children’s school groups, senior 
citizens through elderhostel, consular delegations, energetic 
young professionals enjoying a scavenger hunt, conference 
attendees, rental events for professional groups, and so 
forth. on one sunny saturday in May, for example, i recall 
the strong sense of reaching out to the world as the Museum 
was filled with scholars and native americans discussing 
endangered languages, as well as a colorful range of turks, 
including diplomats and television crews, attending “turkish 
delight”—our newest World culture day. 
 this diversity and vitality is made possible by a legion 
of loyal members, volunteers, and friends, especially our 
dedicated colleagues in the University and the members of 
our Board of overseers. it is almost invidious to name any 
one individual, but without doubt, all of us involved in this 
Museum owe a huge debt of gratitude to the wise counsel and 
great leadership of Michael J. Kowalski, chair of the Board of 
overseers. to Mike and all our steadfast friends i should like 
to take this opportunity to say thank you for your support and 
friendship. the coming year, i assure you, will be no less full 
of activity and events! 

richard hodges, ph.d.
the williams director
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collections Showcase
New Exhibitions and Traveling Exhibits

Besides the extensive long-term and permanent galleries 
found within the University of Pennsylvania Museum of 
archaeology and anthropology, the Penn Museum has an 
active exhibition program. this program involves creating new 
exhibitions and reworking old ones based on its collections 
and the knowledge generated through the Museum’s research 
projects. at the same time, the Museum occasionally welcomes 
traveling exhibits from beyond its walls. during 2007–2008, 
the Penn Museum extended the run of one of its recent large 
exhibitions, produced three more large exhibitions, mounted 
four small exhibits, and welcomed two traveling exhibits to 
its galleries.

Amarna: Ancient Egypt’s Place in the Sun  
(November 12, 2006 – ongoing)
this exhibition, which opened in 2006 to complement the 
franklin institute’s blockbuster Tutankhamun and the Golden 
Age of the Pharaohs, has been given a long-term extension 
to complement the Museum’s renowned Upper and lower 
egyptian galleries. the exhibit focuses on the mid-14th century 
Bce royal court established by akhenaten—tutankhamun’s 
probable father—at tell el-amarna. this royal city, which 
existed for only a short time, was excavated by the Penn 
Museum in the 1920s. More than 100 artifacts—including 
elegant statues of King tutankhamun; a rare monumental 
stela proclaiming the universal power of the aten; reliefs, 
jewelry, and other personal items owned by the royal family; 
and materials from amarna’s craft workshops—tell the story 
of the rise and fall of this royal city, of the heretic Pharaoh 
akhenaten’s attempt to convert egyptians to the belief in a 
single deity (the aten), and of the part that young tutankhamun 
played in restoring traditional egyptian religious beliefs. the 
exhibition was co-curated by Penn Museum egyptologists 
Josef Wegner, associate curator, Jennifer houser Wegner, 
research scientist, and eckley B. coxe, Jr., curator-in-charge 
david silverman. 

River of Gold: Precolumbian Treasures from Sitio Conte 
(September 23, 2007 – December 16, 2007)
this exhibition tells the remarkable story of the Penn Museum’s 
1940 excavation of an ancient cemetery in central Panama 
that was discovered when the rio grande de coclé changed 
its course at the turn of the 20th century and began exposing 
objects made of gold. featuring almost 150 artifacts, including 
120 spectacular Precolumbian gold objects, the exhibition 
uses photographs, drawings, original color film footage 
from the excavation, and ornate ceramics and other objects 

co l lec t ions  and prog rams

Support for this Exhibition
Amarna: Ancient Egypt’s Place in the Sun was made possible 

with support from the following individual and corporate donors: 

Andrea M. Baldeck, M.D. and William M. Hollis, Jr., Cornelia D. 

Fraley, Susan H. Horsey, IBM Corporation, Diane vS. Levy and 

Robert M. Levy, A. Bruce and Margaret R. Mainwaring, and 

Gail P. Manning and Frederick J. Manning, Esq. 
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found in the cemetery to shed light upon the 1,000-year-old  
culture in Panama. the exhibition was curated in 
the William B. dietrich gallery by Pamela Jardine, 
research associate in the Museum’s american section,  
and is now a Penn Museum traveling exhibit with bookings 
through 2010.

Surviving: The Body of Evidence 
(April 19, 2008 – May 3, 2009)
this major new exhibition—supported in large part by a 
grant from the national science foundation—has garnered 
national attention. it is featured as a centerpiece for the Penn 
humanities forum on “origins” and is also a leading feature 
in Philadelphia’s Year of Evolution program which culminates 
in charles darwin’s 200th birthday in february 2009. 
 the interactive, multimedia exhibit takes an up close and 
personal look at the scientific study of evolution. it begins 
with the premise that human beings are survivors and that the  

“a smart riposte to intelligent design” 
– The Wall Street Journal 

human body holds the evidence of that survival. the process 
of evolution and its outcomes have had a profound impact on 
every aspect of our daily life . . . and the process continues. 
 Beginning with “fit for life,” the exhibit introduces 
inherited human strengths and capabilities. next, “our Place 
in the natural World” allows one to consider human beings in 
a wider context. “finding your human ancestors” provides 
more than 100 casts of fossil bones from the primate and 
human evolutionary record that can be touched and examined 
to see the evidence that scientists use to understand better 

our ancient past. “Witnessing evolution” then gives voice 
(literally) to some of the world’s most brilliant scientists and 
revolutionary thinkers to explain their breakthrough theories. 
then, in “We are not Perfect, But We are oK” visitors find out 
more about the particulars—why their backs may ache, their 
son’s wisdom teeth are impacted, or their sister had trouble 
giving birth. finally, where does our species go from here? 
“We Keep evolving” allows geneticists, evolutionary biologists, 
nanotechnology engineers, and even school children to share 
what they think—and the exhibit invites visitors to make their 
own prediction about our shared evolutionary future. 
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 the exhibition was co-curated by Janet Monge, acting 
curator-in-charge and Keeper of the Museum’s Physical 
anthropology section, and alan Mann, curator emeritus 
in the Physical anthropology section. When it closes in May 
2009 it will become a Penn Museum traveling exhibit with 
bookings through 2012. 

Penn in the World: Twelve Decades at the University of 
Pennsylvania Museum (May 8, 2008 – Sept 28, 2008)
this exhibition, organized by an interdisciplinary halpern-
rogath curatorial seminar of undergraduate and graduate 
students in the University of Pennsylvania’s history of 
art department, brings together material from the Penn 
Museum’s archives and collections, the University archives, 
and the architectural archives to tell the still-evolving story 
of the University of Pennsylvania Museum of archaeology 
and anthropology—both the grand building and the unique, 
international institution that it was designed to house. Using 
historic photographs, original documents, architectural 
drawings, and a selection of artifacts from some of the 
Museum’s most renowned expeditions, the exhibit weaves 
together diverse narratives of the Museum’s long history. the 

exhibition was co-curated in the William B. dietrich gallery by 
david Brownlee, Professor in Penn’s history of art department, 
and ann Blair Brownlee, acting curator-in-charge of the 
Museum’s Mediterranean section, and was funded by a gift 
from leslee rogath and david halpern-rogath.

Treasures from the Royal Tombs of Ur: Selected Objects 
(August 28, 2007 – ongoing)
Back by popular demand—this small installation outside 
the Museum’s main shop displays the highlights from the 
Penn Museum’s major 1990s traveling exhibit on the famous 
excavations of the royal tombs of Ur (1922–1934). led by 
British archaeologist c. leonard 
Woolley, this joint expedition of 
the British Museum and the Penn 
Museum discovered a remarkable 
set of tombs filled with extravagant 
objects that exposed the world to 
the full glory of ancient sumerian 
culture (2600–2500 Bc). the display 
features several of these objects—a 
bull-headed lyre (one of the oldest 
musical instruments in the world); the 
famous, yet misnamed “ram-caught-
in-the-thicket” statuette (it is actually 
a goat); and the elaborate headdress of 
Queen Puabi—as well as excavation 
photographs and a description of 
this famous expedition to southern iraq. 
this exhibition was curated by richard l. 
Zettler, associate curator-in-charge of the 
the Museum’s near east section.  

Support for this Exhibition
In addition to support from the National Science Foundation, 

Surviving: The Body of Evidence was made possible by the 

generous contributions of many individual, corporate, and 

foundation donors, including A. T. Chadwick Co., Andrea M. 

Baldeck, M.D. and William M. Hollis, Jr., Ms. Carrie Cox and 

Mr. Kenneth Cox, the DuPont Company, Dr. Leslie Hudson, 

the Virginia and Harvey Kimmel Arts and Education Fund, 

Diane vS. Levy and Robert M. Levy, Mr. and Mrs. A. Bruce 

Mainwaring, Mrs. Annette Merle-Smith, P. Agnes, Inc.,  

Park Avenue Charitable Fund, Schering-Plough Corporation, 

Eric and Alexandra Schoenberg Foundation, the family of 

Barbara Schoenberg, The Seth Sprague Educational and 

Charitable Foundation, The Women’s Committee of the 

University of Pennsylvania Museum, and Wyeth. Planning 

for this project was supported by the Heritage Philadelphia 

Program at the Pew Center for Arts and Heritage, funded 

by The Pew Charitable Trusts, and administered by The 

University of the Arts. 
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Adventures in Photography: Expeditions of the 
University of Pennsylvania Museum of Archaeology and 
Anthropology (July 14, 2007 – September 23, 2007)
this occasionally recurring exhibition of 40 black-and-white 
photographs from the Museum archives offers a mesmerizing 
view of some of the images taken during the Museum’s field 
projects over its 120-year history. images include shots from 
expeditions to the amazon (1913–16), Memphis in egypt 
(1915–23), Ur in iraq (1922–34), and tikal in guatemala 
(1956–70). highlights include the photography of stanislaw 
niedzwiecki, who captured stunning views of the tepe hissar 
excavations in iran in the 1930s, and the work of carleton 
s. coon, one of the last “generalist” anthropologists, who 
documented the cultural and physical diversity of human 
populations in south asia and the near east in the 1950s 
and 1960s. this edition of the exhibit also featured a small 
collection of the Museum’s research cameras, dating from 1911 
to the 1960s, offering insight into the rapidly changing process 
of expedition photography. this exhibition was curated in 
the Merle-smith gallery by the Museum’s senior archivist 
alessandro Pezzati. 

Exploring Iran: The Photography of Erich F. Schmidt, 
1930–1940 (October 2, 2007 – December 9, 2007)
this exhibition presents about 50 photographs from the Penn 
Museum’s first archaeological expedition to iran—a joint 
project undertaken with the Philadelphia Museum of art to 

excavate the Bronze age site of tepe hissar. the expedition 
was led by erich f. schmidt, a young german archaeologist 
who documented his ten seasons in iran with nearly 
2,600 photographs taken by himself and two professional 
photographers, russian Boris dubensky and Pole stanislaw 
niedzwiecki. Besides the excavations, their photographs 
depict the desert and mountain people they encountered, as 
well as many landscape shots, including some of the earliest 
aerial reconnaissance photos of the region. this photographic 
exhibit was complemented by a representative sample of 
painted pottery and bronze jewelry from the tepe hissar 
excavations, and was curated in the Merle-smith gallery by 
ayse gürsan-salzmann, research associate in the Museum’s 
near east section. 

Counterpoint: Anthropology and Photography in  
New Guinea (February 23, 2008 – August 11, 2008)
this exhibition pairs the 
vivid color photography 
of austin super, a retired 
american businessman 
who traveled the world 
taking photographs, with 
commentary by stuart 
Kirsch, a University of 
Pennsylvania-trained 
anthropologist (now at the
University of Michigan) 
who has carried out 
ethnographic research in

col lec t ions  and prog rams
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Papua new guinea since 1986 and curated this exhibition. for 
three weeks in 1988, super traveled around Papua new guinea 
and attended the annual highlands show, a regional celebration 
of cultural identity through costume and dance. Most of the 
34 large-scale, full-color photographs in this exhibition in the 
Merle-smith gallery were taken during the highlands show. 
Kirsch’s commentary attempts to contextualize what super 
excluded from view in his photographs—the complex and 
varied cultural practices of Papua new guinea. 

Lewis and Clark Revisited: A Trail in Modern Day 
(December 15, 2007 – February 10, 2008)
this traveling exhibit by the california exhibition resources 
alliance takes its launching point from the 1804 overland 
expedition across north america by Merriweather lewis 
and William clark that pioneered the western exploration 
and expansion of the United states. two centuries later, 
photographer greg Macgregor retraced their journey to 
see the present state of this historic route. this exhibit in the 
Merle-smith gallery features 60 of Macgregor’s dramatic 
black-and-white images, chronicling the transformation of 
the american landscape. Paired with the images are entries 
from the lewis and clark journals and maps of the expedition 
trail. this exhibit speaks to the legacy of the early explorers 
who opened up the american West, while also providing a 
rich visual commentary on contemporary american life. 

Pressing Matters: 500 Years of Wine in Art 
from the Sterling Vineyards Print Portfolio 
(March 15, 2008 – April 20, 2008)
this traveling exhibit shows the many ways in which artists 
have used wine as a subject matter. fifty prints from the 
sterling vineyards Print Portfolio present examples of the 
printmaker’s craft, as well as a cultural appreciation of wine 
through centuries of art. the prints include work by 15th and 
16th century european masters and are executed in a variety  
of printmaking techniques, including steel engraving, 
woodcut, etching, and lithography. they are grouped into 
five categories: botanical prints, mythological and religious 

themes, harvest themes, social satires, 
and early advertising illustrations and 
diagrams. the Penn Museum’s installation 
of this exhibit in the William B. dietrich 
gallery also incorporated several artifacts 
from its own collections, including an 
ancient greek amphora bearing an image 
of dionysos (the greek god of wine) and a 
storage jar from the Museum’s excavations 
at hajji firuz tepe in iran, dating to 
5400–5000 Bce and, therefore, one of 
the oldest-known grape-wine storage 
containers in the world. Pressing Matters 
is curated by Joanna reiling lindell, 
an independent curator, and toured 
by exhibitsUsa, the national touring 
division of Mid-america arts alliance, 
a non-profit regional arts organization 
based in Kansas city, Missouri. 
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A living museum 

Special Programs, Events, and Public Lectures

no active museum would be complete without a lively 
component of special programs, events, and public lectures 
to fill its galleries, auditoriums, and 
classrooms. the following is a selection of 
highlights from the Museum’s extensive 
programs in 2007–2008.

Harry Potter and the 
Magical Muggle Museum 
on november 11, 2007, the Penn 
Museum was transformed into a magical 
place—a meeting ground for the fan 
culture of harry Potter aficionados as well 
as for those interested in celebrating the 
worldwide fascination with magic. led 
by Penn Museum anthropologist louise 
Krasniewicz—who teaches “Mythology 
and the Movies” to Penn undergraduates 
through the anthropology and cinema 
studies departments—the day’s festivities 
took place throughout the Museum’s 
classrooms, auditoriums, and galleries. 
 Besides providing visitors with 
fun opportunities to meet harry Potter 
characters (as depicted by Penn and 
Museum faculty, staff, students, and 
volunteers) and participate in harry 
Potter activities (house sorting, bean 

and butterbeer tasting, potion and wand making, and wizard 
chess), the goal for the day was to create an environment 
where Museum visitors could experience “fan culture” and 
learn something about the importance of myth, magic, and 
belief systems in cultures around the world through a series 
of presentations by Penn faculty and docent-led tours.

co l lec t ions  and prog rams
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 as Krasniewicz noted, “the wizarding world of harry 
Potter . . . also lives on in the fan culture that has grown up 
around the characters and ideas about magic that J. K. rowling 
developed. in order to understand, as anthropologists, what 
harry Potter means to viewers and readers, i want my students 
to experience a part of that fan culture by developing and 
participating in a fan event . . . .  By bringing an event to Penn 
Museum, i hope my students—and our visitors—can see how 
important such active participation can be to understanding 
the mythological stories that govern our understandings of 
the world.” 

Second Annual Darwin Day
on february 10, 2008, the Penn Museum offered its second 
annual “darwin day and evolution teach in,” held in honor 
of the 199th birthday of charles darwin, the author of 
On the Origin of Species and the originator of the modern 
theory of evolution. the free day of events featured short 
“teach in” talks in the galleries by Penn and Museum 
faculty, as well as a presentation on the legal debate between 
creationism and evolution by eric rothschild and steve 
harvey of Pepper hamilton llP, the co-lead counsels for  
the plaintiffs in the recent Pennsylvania version of the 
“Monkey trial” (Kitzmiller v. Dover Area School District). 
Museum visitors were also treated to a sneak preview of the 
Museum’s upcoming (now installed) exhibit on evolution, 
Surviving: The Body of Evidence, and an opportunity to 
examine plaster casts of hominid skulls and other bones under 

the supervision of a physical anthropologist. darwin himself 
(or a reasonable likeness) made appearances throughout the 
day to enjoy the festivities, deliver short impromptu readings 
of his many writings, and to play a little badminton with 
Museum visitors. 

Nineteenth Annual Beer Dinner and Tasting 
on March 14 and 15, 2008, the 19th annual Beer dinner and 
tasting at the Penn Museum paid tribute to Michael Jackson, 
The Beer Hunter®, who passed away in august 2007. an 
internationally renowned beer expert credited with fueling 
the craft beer movement, Mr. Jackson had previously presided 
over this annual event in the Museum. on saturday, a panel 
of three experts, led by Philadelphia’s own don russell (beer 
columnist ‘Joe sixpack’), tom dalldorf (editor of Celebrator 
Beer News), and charles finkel (well-known pioneer of the craft 
beer movement), tasted a selection of beers brewed especially 
for the weekend, reminisced about Michael Jackson’s life and 
times, and reflected on his influence in the Philadelphia craft 
beer world. this was followed by a two-hour open tasting of 
dozens of beers in the chinese rotunda. 

Twenty-Sixth Annual Maya Weekend
on april 11–13, 2008, the Penn Museum (in collaboration 
with the nature conservancy) welcomed international 
scholars, speakers of Mayan descent, conservationists, and 
others actively involved with traditional Maya communities 
within Mexico and central america for a lively and engaging 
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look at the “future of the Maya World”—the preservation of 
ancient Maya sites, efforts to sustain modern Maya cultural 
traditions, and the need to conserve vanishing tropical 
forests and coastal environments. the keynote speaker was 
Marie claire Paiz, director of the nature conservancy’s 
southern Mexico Program, who focused on the nature 
conservancy’s efforts to protect the cultural environment 
through understanding nature-centered indigenous customs, 
protecting cultural landscapes, and building collaborations 
with groups doing archaeological preservation. during the 
weekend, numerous other lectures and language workshops 
provided opportunities for attendees to learn about Maya 
culture and current archaeological work at Maya sites. on 
saturday night, guests heard fBi special agent robert K. 
Wittman present “U.s. vs. art thieves: tales of the fBi’s real 
indiana Jones.” 

Public Lecture Program Capped Off by Wilton Krogman 
Award Winner Donald Johanson 
on May 4, 2008, the Museum’s series of public lectures 
for 2007–2008 culminated in “the importance of lucy” 
by paleoanthropologist donald Johanson, director of the 
institute of human origins at arizona state University. 
famous for his discovery of “lucy”—the fossilized remains 
of a 3.2-million-year-old Australopithecus afarensis—in 1974, 
Johanson’s lecture formed part of Penn’s and the Museum’s 
“year of evolution” programming (www.yearofevolution.
org). at the talk, Williams director richard hodges presented 
Johanson with the Museum’s Wilton Krogman award for 
distinguished achievement in Biological anthropology. since 

his groundbreaking discovery of lucy, Johanson has become 
one of the most visible and effective spokespersons for the 
scientific view of human origins. he has led fieldwork in 
ethiopia, tanzania, and the Middle east, hosted and narrated 
the emmy-nominated PBs/nova series In Search of Human 
Origins, authored six books, and developed an award-winning 
science website (becominghuman.org). 

Public lectures at the Penn museum 2007–2008 
The following individual scholars gave public lectures at the 

Penn Museum during 2007–2008: Jed Levin (September 

27, 2007); Joan Oates (October 12, 2007); James E. Packer 

(October 29, 2007); Manfred Bietak (November 5, 2007); 

Janet Monge (November 29, 2007); David Romano (January 

30, 2008); Richard Hodges (February 19, 2008); Jonathan Reed 

(February 27, 2008); John Russell (March 25, 2008); Donny 

George (March 28, 2008); Deborah Carlson (April 3, 2008); and 

John Jackson (April 29, 2008). 

Photo by Lauren Hansen-Flaschen
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WORLD CULTURE DAYS
the Penn Museum’s popular “World culture days” series is 
designed to introduce visitors of all ages to the rich cultural 
traditions found throughout the Museum’s galleries and, 
indeed, throughout the world.

Celebrate Japan!
on september 29, 2007, the Penn Museum offered “celebrate 
Japan!” co-sponsored by the Japan america society of 
greater Philadelphia, the center for east asian studies 
at the University of Pennsylvania, and the friends of the 
Japanese house and garden (shofuso), this spectacular, 
family-friendly event featured the mesmerizing beats of taiko 
drumming, a traditional Japanese tea ceremony, and an aikido 
demonstration. the day also included presentations on sushi 
preparation, flower arrangement, calligraphy, Japanese anime 
(cartoons), a kimono display and dressing lecture, Japanese 

games, kabuki face painting, a display of traditional dolls, 
and even a chance to experience shiatsu massage and a reiki 
healing treatment. 

Twelfth Annual Peace around the World Celebration
on december 2, 2007, the Penn Museum celebrated its 12th 
annual “Peace around the World” family-oriented afternoon. 
co-sponsored by the University of Pennsylvania’s Middle 
east center, the center for east asian studies, and the african 
studies center, as well as the Museum’s Women’s committee, 

this year’s theme was a “holiday Passport to cultures.” all 
visitors received “passports” with itineraries to visit Penn 
Museum international classroom speakers and learn about 
holiday traditions in various countries around the world. the 
day also featured international music and dancing, choir music 
by children, exotic face painting, balloon art, international 
family crafts, and free treats for children.

Twenty-Seventh Annual Chinese New Year
on January 26, 2008, the Penn Museum celebrated chinese 
new year, ushering in the year of the rat with music and 
dance performances, food and martial arts demonstrations, 
games, workshops, arts, crafts, and children’s activities. the 
day ended with the traditional chinese lion dance grand 
finale in the Museum’s Warden garden, where lion dancers 
and drummers from cheung’s hung gar Kung fu academy 
wound around the upper courtyard to chase away evil and 
bring a year of good luck. 

Photo by Lauren Hansen-Flaschen
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Nineteenth Annual Celebration 
of African Cultures
on february 16, 2008, the Penn Museum 
celebrated african cultures day with music, 
dance, and audience participation. Museum 
visitors were also treated to two timely 
talks by Penn faculty on pressing issues in 
africa today: ali ali-dinar’s presentation  
on “darfur: the People and the conflict” and 
harvey M. friedman’s “spotlight on Penn’s global 
involvement: the Botswana UPenn Partnership” 
to address the hiv/aids epidemic in Botswana. 
the day’s grand finale was a high-energy program 
with West african drums, dancing, and acrobatics 
performed by the Universal african dance & 
drum ensemble. 

Hello India!
on March 29, 2008, the Penn Museum presented its first-
ever day-long celebration of india in all its complexity and 
diversity. co-sponsored by the consulate of india in new 
york, the University of Pennsylvania’s south asia center and 
south asian society, the Wharton india club, camden county 
college, the Bharatiya cultural center of Montgomeryville, 
Pa, and the indian association of south Jersey, this special 
day featured traditional music and dance presentations 
(including a Bollywood dance workshop), food, yoga, talks 
on indian culture and history, theater and film presentations, 
craft activities, and games. 

Turkish Delight! A Celebration of the Republic of Turkey
on May 3, 2008, the Penn Museum highlighted the many 
wonders that turkey has to offer. co-sponsored by the turkish 
cultural foundation, the turkish american friendship 
society of the U.s. (tafsUs), the Middle east center at the 
University of Pennsylvania, and the World affairs council of 
Philadelphia, the day featured traditional belly and folk dance 
performances, many talks by Penn and Museum experts on 
turkish culture and history, poetry readings, the screening 
of an award-winning turkish film (Dondurmam Gaymak 
– Ice Cream, I Scream), a food demonstration, a mosaic tile 
workshop, and a “grand Bazaar” to buy turkish treasures. 
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Preserving our collections 

Conservation Work and Digitizing Our Archives

The Asian Section Re-housing Project
collections care and conservation work at the Penn Museum 
is ongoing and overseen by the Museum’s conservation 
department. as resources become available, the conditions 
in which our collections are kept are continually upgraded. 
for example, before moving the asian collections into the 
Mainwaring Wing in 2002, the Museum commissioned a 
condition survey of its paper-based materials by conservators 
from the conservation center for art and historic artifacts 
(ccaha) located in Philadelphia. 
 although the Museum’s conservation department is 
responsible for all objects in our collections, we regularly 
consult ccaha for information on and treatment of paper-
based materials. Based on their recommendations, and with 
funding from the carpenter foundation, we undertook a re-
housing project for these vulnerable items. led by assistant 
conservator Julie lawson and aided by a number of interns, 
this project involved constructing archival quality folders, 
study mats, and scroll holders for individual items, and then 
replacing the previous acidic and damaging storage media. as 
a result, upon completion of this project, this collection will 
be preserved and accessible for future scholars.

Digitizing the Museum’s Motion Picture Film Collection
the Museum archives are home to about 1,000 motion 
picture films ranging in date from 1910 to the present. thanks 
to an agreement made with internet archive, this collection 
is being digitized and made available online: http://www.
archive.org/details/UPMaa_films. Besides providing much 
easier access to these films, this digitization (in multiple 
formats) will allow the Museum to preserve the content of the 
films in a digital form independent of the preservation of the 
original film reels. 
 the majority of the Museum’s films are travelogues, such 
as the more than 400 reels that constitute the Watson Kintner 
collection—films he made between 1933 and 1969 during his 
travels around the world to Mexico, Pakistan, ethiopia, new 
guinea, and other places. the Museum’s film collection also 
includes a number of Museum productions—four episodes 
of the 1950s/1960s What in the World? television program that 
included famous guests like vincent Price—and footage from 
such Museum research projects as Meydum in egypt (1929), 
tikal in guatemala (1950s), and tepe hissar in iran (1931). 
 in addition, the Museum also owns 185 reels of raw and 
edited footage from sol Worth and John adair’s 1966 “through 
navajo eyes” project, which provided training and equipment 
to some navajo to film their world on their own terms. due 
to copyright restrictions, these films were not copied by the 
internet archives. however, one of them, “intrepid shadows” 
by al clah, was shown at two film festivals last year—the 
imaginative film festival in toronto, canada (october 17–
21, 2007) and the national geographic all roads film festival 
in santa fe, nM (december 3–7, 2007).

co l lec t ions  and prog rams

The museum’s conservation Internship Program
The Museum’s Conservation Department has a long and distinguished record of providing valuable internships for conservation students 

from other universities. Such internships not only provide valuable educational opportunities to young conservators (enabling in-depth 

treatments for artifacts from our collections), but also fulfill an integral part of all university-based conservation-training programs 

(providing hands-on, real-life experience to supplement and reinforce academic coursework). This year’s intern, Allison Lewis, a UCLA 

graduate student, was highlighted in the summer issue of Expedition (vol. 50, no. 2), alongside our Senior Conservator Virginia Greene, 

who retired on June 30, 2008. 

Interns Wendy Davenport and Allison Richards 
prepare Japanese scrolls for re-housing. 
Photo by Lynn Grant
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Stewarding our collections 

The Museum’s Repatriation Office  
and Committee

the repatriation office and repatriation committee are 
responsible for the Penn Museum’s compliance with the native 
american graves Protection and repatriation act (nagPra) 
(Pl101-601). overseen by robert W. Preucel, the gregory 
a. Weingarten curator for north america, and lucy fowler 
Williams, the Jeremy a. sabloff Keeper of the american section, 
the repatriation office is staffed by the Museum’s nagPra 
coordinator, stacey espenlaub, with assistance from Penn 
anthropology Ph.d. candidate virginia ebert. the repatriation 
committee is chaired by robert W. Preucel and includes lucy 
fowler Williams, stacey espenlaub, robert J. sharer (curator-in-
charge of the american section), clark l. erickson (associate 
curator for south america), Janet Monge (acting curator-in-
charge of the Physical anthropology section), theodore g. 
schurr (consulting curator in both the american and Physical 
anthropology sections), Bill Wierzbowski (associate Keeper, 
american section), adria h. Katz (fassitt/fuller Keeper, 
oceania section), Xiuqin Zhou (senior registrar), Brenda 
fraser (Penn’s office of general council), and andrea Baldeck 
(Penn Museum Board of overseers). 

Repatriations
during 2007–2008, the Penn Museum repatriated one native 
hawaiian human cranium to the hui Malama i na Kapuna o 
hawai’i nei, the hawai’i island Burial council, and the office 
of hawai’i affair. this request was initially made in 2006, and, 
with the assistance of herbert Poepoe, a Penn reU student 
and native hawaiian, the cranium was placed on temporary 
loan to the Pu’uhonua o honaunau national historical Park 
(nPs). the Museum agreed to this request out of respect for 
the hawaiian people and in order to return these remains 
to their hawaiian homeland expeditiously. the request was 
formally approved by Williams director richard hodges 
on december 5, 2007, and the repatriation was finalized on 
february 22, 2008, when representatives from the hawaiian 
organizations visited the Park.

Repatriation Claim Evaluations
the repatriation committee met a total of 17 times during 
2007–2008. the majority of the committee’s efforts focused 
on the evaluation of a revised repatriation claim submitted by 

the tlingit t’akdeintaan clan of huna alaska for 45 objects 
in the louis shotridge collection. this revised claim requests 
the objects as both objects of cultural patrimony and as sacred 
objects. formal recommendations from the committee to the 
Williams director will take place during fall 2008.

Consultation Visits, Inventories, Meetings, and Education
during 2007–2008, the repatriation office hosted two 
consultation visits from tlingit entities from alaska—the 
central council of tlingit and haida indian tribes of alaska 
on behalf of the Kaagwaantaan and l’ooknáx.adi clans and 
the chilkoot indian association. inventories were also 
forwarded to three requesting tribes including the Puyallup 
tribe of Washington, the lower sioux indian community of 
Minnesota, and the chilkoot indian association of alaska. in 
May and June 2008, stacey espenlaub represented the Penn 
Museum at the nagPra review committee meetings in 
de Pere, Wisconsin, and at the sixth World archaeological 
congress in dublin, ireland, where she presented a paper 
entitled “Potlatch loans: Building new relationships with 
tlingit clans.” finally, as part of the repatriation office’s 
educational efforts, three graduate students from Penn’s 
department of anthropology participated in an independent 
study course entitled NAGPRA, which was taught by robert 
J. sharer and stacey espenlaub. 

co l lec t ions  and prog rams

During a Tlingit consultation visit in January 2008, Andrew 
Gamble, Jr. (Kaagwaantaan clan leader), Herman Davis (L’ooknax.
ádi clan leader), and Tom Young (Kaagwaantaan Box House 
leader) donned Tlingit clan regalia, including three hats in the 
Penn Museum’s collections. Photo by Robert W. Preucel
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Sharing our collections 

Outgoing Loans from the Penn Museum

Between July 1, 2007, and June 30, 2008, the Penn Museum 
lent 161 different items from its collections to 27 institutions 
around the world, with many of the objects making multiple 
stops along their itinerary. encompassing artifacts from 
the Museum’s many sections—african, american, asian, 
Babylonian, egyptian, Mediterranean, near east, and 
oceanian—as well as the Museum archives, these loans 
generally formed part of larger exhibitions curated and 
designed by other museums, either for showcase in their own 
galleries or for the purpose of traveling the show to multiple 
venues. By agreeing to loan our objects and participate in these 
exhibitions, we not only share our amazing collections with 
museum visitors who may otherwise never visit Philadelphia, 
we also provide other scholars the opportunity to interpret 
our collections in the light of their own interests, giving voice 
to elements of the past and to human culture that might 
otherwise remain silent. 

Outgoing Loans (2007–2008)
“gifts for the gods: images from egyptian temples”  
(2 egyptian objects)
Metropolitan Museum of art, new york, ny  
(october 15, 2007 to february 17, 2008)
fondation Pierre giannada, switzerland  
(March 9, 2008 to June 8, 2008)

“six civilizations across the World”  
(48 near eastern objects)
Beijing World art Museum, Beijing, china  
(october 1, 2006 to January 5, 2010)

“the arts of Kashmir” (1 asian object)
asia society Museum, new york, ny  
(october 2, 2007 to January 27, 2008)

“lest We forget: glorious legacies of our african Past”  
(10 egyptian objects)
african american Museum, Philadelphia, Pa  
(april 1, 2007 to april 1, 2008)

“gold!” (2 Mediterranean objects and 1 near eastern object)
american Museum of natural history, new york, ny 
(november 18, 2006 to august 19, 2007)
louisiana state Museum, new orleans, la  
(october 20, 2007 to January 1, 2008)

denver Museum of nature and science, denver, co 
(february 15, 2008 to June 8, 2008)

“Tesoros/Treasures/Tesouros: the arts in latin america, 
1492–1820” (3 american objects)
los angeles county Museum of art, los angeles, ca  
(June 2, 2007 to august 26, 2007)

“Picturing the Bible: the earliest christian art”  
(2 Mediterranean objects and 1 near eastern object)
Kimbell art Museum, fort Worth, tX  
(november 18, 2007 to March 30, 2008)

“Yuungnaqpiallerput (the Way We genuinely live): 
Masterworks of yup’ik science and survival” 
(10 american objects)
anchorage Museum at rasmuson center, anchorage, aK 
(february 3, 2008 to october 27, 2008)
University of alaska, Museum of the north, fairbanks, aK 
(december 13, 2008 to March 22, 2009)
alaska state Museum, Juneau, aK  
(april 15, 2009 to october 31, 2009)
national Museum of natural history, Washington, dc 
(March 6, 2010 to May 25, 2010)

“gods, Myths, and Mortals: discovering ancient greece”  
(35 Mediterranean objects)
children’s Museum of Manhattan, new york, ny  
(May 25, 2007 to december 31, 2008)

“Undaunted: five american explorers, 1760–2006”  
(8 oceanian objects)
american Philosophical society, Philadelphia, Pa  
(June 22, 2007 to december 28, 2008)

“Queens of egypt” (3 egyptian objects)
grimaldi forum Monaco, Monaco  
(July 12, 2008 to september 14, 2008)

col lec t ions  and prog rams



“african odyssey: the arts and cultures of a continent”  
(7 african objects)
regina a. Quick center for the arts at st. Bonaventure 
University, st. Bonaventure, ny  
(september 28, 2007 to  June 8, 2008)

“seminole People of florida: survival and success”  
(1 american object)
Museum of florida history, tallahassee, fl  
(november 15, 2007 to June 1, 2008)

“radiance of the rain forest: featherworks from ancient Peru” 
(1 american object)
Metropolitan Museum of art, new york, ny  
(february 25, 2008 to september 2, 2008)

“Breaking ground, Breaking tradition: Bryn Mawr and the 1st 
generation of Women archaeologists”  
(3 letters from the archives)
Bryn Mawr college, Bryn Mawr, Pa  
(september 25, 2007 to december 21, 2007)

“frozen in: captain george comer and the inuit of hudson 
Bay” (15 american objects)
Mystic seaport Museum, Mystic, ct  
(June 2, 2008 to april 1, 2009)

“Mami Wata: arts for Water spirits in africa and the african 
atlantic World” (2 african objects)
Ucla fowler Museum of cultural history, los angeles, ca  
(april 6, 2008 to July 27, 2008)
chazen Museum of art, University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wi  
(october 18, 2008 to January 11, 2009)
national Museum of african art, 
smithsonian institution, Washington, dc  
(March 1, 2009 to June 28, 2009)

“Babylon” (4 Babylonian objects and 2 
near eastern objects)
Musée du louvre, Paris, france  
(March 10, 2008 to  
June 2, 2008)
Pergamon Museum,  
Berlin, germany 
(June 26, 2008 to  
october 5, 2008)

Penn museum loan to Beijing 

In September 2006, the Penn Museum sent 

a major, two-year loan of 48 Near Eastern 

artifacts—complete with a catalog written by 

Richard L. Zettler, Associate Curator-in-Charge of 

the Museum’s Near East Section—to the Beijing 

World Art Museum in China to form part of their 

major exhibition, “The Great Civilizations.” These 

objects—all from Mesopotamia (modern-day 

Iraq) and acquired by the Penn Museum during 

its extensive excavations at Nippur in the late 

19th century and Ur in the early 20th century—

constitute the entire Mesopotamian portion of 

“The Great Civilizations” exhibition. 

In a letter to the Penn Museum—requesting a 

loan extension from the original 24 months to 

40 months—the Director of the Beijing World 

Art Museum, Wang Limei, noted that more than 

500,000 visitors saw the exhibition during its 

first year [a total that has now exceeded one 

million]! She then shared a few of the visitors’ 

comments: 

“For the first time I understand how great the 

human civilizations in the world were and what 

potential ability existed in human beings.” 

“Ancient Chinese civilization is only part of the 

civilizations of the world. We must get to know 

and study more of the ancient and modern world, 

so that it will prevent us from being conceited 

and self-satisfied.” 

“The works of art of the world civilizations are 

the great heritage of the whole of mankind. They 

need to be taken care of and protected by people 

across the world generation after generation.” 

ar | The Ur-Nammu stele fragment on display at 
the Musée du Louvre. Photo by Lynn Grant
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community outreach 
Educational Programs and Collaborations

designed and built to be a premier cultural institution in 
Philadelphia, the mid-atlantic region, the country, and the 
world, it should come as no surprise that the University of 
Pennsylvania Museum of archaeology and anthropology 
has a long history of community outreach and collaboration. 
this is particularly evident in the Museum’s educational 
programs that connect throughout the city, the delaware 
valley, across the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and, 
increasingly, around the globe via new initiatives involving 
the greater understanding and appreciation of the world’s 
cultural heritage. the following is a selection of highlights 
from the Museum’s extensive educational programming and 
collaboration in 2007–2008. 

Guided Gallery Tours
the Penn Museum provides guided gallery tours and an 
enhanced museum experience to a wide range of groups, 
from kindergarten classes to retirement communities. in 
2007–2008, our 60 highly trained volunteer docents led over 
30,000 people on 1,200 tours through our galleries. 

Elderhostel
for the fifth year, the Penn Museum collaborated with 
elderhostel—a not-for-profit organization dedicated to 
providing extraordinary learning adventures for people 
aged 55 and over—to present a series of one-day seminars 
(including speakers, artifact sessions, and gallery tours) 
for their Day of Discovery program. this past year, with the 
support of the Mediterranean and american sections, the 
Museum presented: Worlds Intertwined: Etruscans, Greeks, 
and Romans and Searching for El Dorado—Archaeology of the 
New World, which highlighted our traveling exhibit, River of 
Gold: Precolumbian Treasures from Sitio Conte. 

Teacher Workshops
the Penn Museum offers thought-provoking workshops to 
teachers to enhance their knowledge about the world’s past 
and present cultures and to help them meet their professional 
development needs and requirements. recent topics covered 

have included: Religion, Deities, and 
Power Hungry Queens in Ancient 
Egypt; Cruise the Nile through  
History; and Explore Ancient and 
Modern Egypt. these workshops 
have been co-sponsored by camden 
county college, the World affairs 
council of Philadelphia, and the 
University of Pennsylvania’s Middle 
east center, african studies center, 
center for east asian studies, and 
south asian center. 

Training Museum Educators— 
Education Department Interns
during 2007–2008, the education 
department of the Penn Museum 
had interns from the University of 
the arts, the lutheran theological 
seminary at Philadelphia, rosemont 
college, and Bryn Mawr college 
assist in its gallery-based and outreach 
programs as part of their Museum 
studies curriculum. 

Museum on the Go Program
the Penn Museum’s award-winning 
Museum on the Go program has been 
bringing ancient and traditional 
cultures into Philadelphia schools for more than 25 years. 
Using artifacts and reproductions from the Museum’s 
collections, trained “mobile guides” create a “mini-museum”

out reach and col laborat ion

We offer our deepest thanks to the Commonwealth of 

Pennsylvania, Harvey and Virginia Kimmel, Josephine Klein, 

the Christopher Ludwick Foundation, Annette Merle-Smith, 

the Prudential Foundation, Subaru of America, the Turkish 

American Friendship Society of the U.S. (TAFSUS), and the 

Turkish Cultural Foundation for their loyal and generous support 

of the Penn Museum’s educational programs. 
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in classrooms to provide enriching, hands-on experiences 
in small group settings. students are able to learn through 
doing—grinding wheat in an egyptian stone mortar, 
wearing authentic period clothes, or handling cultural items 
such as an elk skin pelt. teachers can select presentations 
on the following subjects: native americans, africa, and 
ancient egypt.

Building with Books Program
the Penn Museum’s education and special events 
departments collaborate with West Philadelphia students 
from University high school’s Building with Books program 
on World culture days and family Workshops. 

Children and adults alike are always 
fascinated by the huge crystal ball 
in the Museum’s Chinese Rotunda. 
Photo by Lauren Hansen-Flaschen

Penn Museum Docent Coordinator Dori Panzer gives 5th-grade students 
from John Moffet Elementary School a taste of the history and culture 
of Alaskan Native Peoples. Photo by Lauren Hansen-Flaschen
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Loan Box Program
the Penn Museum’s education department has a loan box 
program for groups who cannot visit the Museum or who 
would like to have a pre-visit experience. loan boxes are 
filled with artifacts and reproductions from one of the many 
cultural groups represented in the Museum’s galleries. a box 
can be borrowed for up to one month by school districts, 

libraries, and community groups within driving distance 
of the Penn Museum. each loan box contains ten to twelve 
items, each with its own information card, and the contents 
can be tailored to fit the user’s curriculum needs.

Commonwealth of Pennsylvania Outreach Lecture Program
funded by the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, this program 
brings Penn Museum anthropologists and archaeologists 
to public libraries throughout the commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania to offer talks on a variety of subjects for children 
and adult audiences. to participate, such library events must 
be open to the public and free of charge. in 2007–2008, 
the Museum offered 137 presentations to more than 6,000 
Pennsylvanians. topics included “hair itage: the art of 

Hundreds of thousands of Pennsylvanians have been enriched 

by our Commonwealth of Pennsylvania-funded programs. This 

leadership support from the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 

enabled the Penn Museum to create the Commonwealth 

Speakers Program, increase our International Classroom 

Program, and provide high schools and libraries across 

Pennsylvania with free copies of the Penn Museum’s tri-annual 

magazine, Expedition. 

Volunteer Docent Debbie Tsarfati engages students with artifacts from 
Biblical times in the Museum’s Ancient Canaan and Israel gallery. Photo 
by Lauren Hansen-Flaschen

Volunteer Docent Larry McClenney gives a tour of the Museum’s famous 
The Egyptian Mummy: Secrets and Science gallery. Photo by Camden 
County College Office of Public Relations

This ancient Egyptian-themed loan box contains reproductions of (from 
left to right) a canopic jar, scarab mold, riqq, ankh, and an oil lamp. 
Photo by Erin Jensen

out reach and col laborat ion



african american hair sculpting,” “aesop’s fables,” “a 
new look at King tut’s tomb,” “india Past in Present,” 
“let’s Pretend We are nomads,” and “native american 
folk tales.”  Jillian Kalonick, the community relations 
coordinator of easttown library in Berwyn wrote, “By 
hosting ‘greek athletics’ as well as the ‘real indiana Jones’ 
outreach lecture Program in april, we were able to offer 
educational and engaging programs tied to current events 
that are both affordable to us and greatly appreciated by 
the library community.” 

Distance Learning Program
our distance learning program literally brings the Penn 
Museum to people in other locations with an interactive 
video conference. at present we offer two programs: Daily 
Life in Ancient Rome and Masks and Music in African Culture. 
the programs originate in our Museum galleries and allow 
interaction between the presenter and students or participants 
“on the other end” of the video broadcast. in addition to the 
objects in the galleries, we offer close-up views of selected 
artifacts not regularly on display. this past year, participants 
in our distance learning program included several high 
school latin classes in northern new Jersey and residents in a 
retirement community in ohio. 

International Classroom
created in 1961, the international 
classroom is an innovative 
program that provides resources 
for international and multicultural 
education for a variety of ages using 
a broad range of presentations, 
lectures, and workshops. the 
program arranges for international 
residents, students, and scholars 
living in the delaware valley to 
give presentations both within 
and outside of the Museum about 
their countries of origin and their 
cultures. Programs are offered 
for school classes and assemblies, 
community organizations, college 
courses, teacher workshops, study 
groups, and businesses. over 

International classroom Sponsors 
—   The Subaru of America Foundation generously supported 

International Classroom presentations in Camden, NJ, 

and Philadelphia schools.

—    The Turkish Cultural Foundation generously supported 

Halil Demirdelen’s visit to the Penn Museum. Halil 

Demirdelen—an archaeologist and educator from the 

Museum of Anatolian Civilizations in Ankara, Turkey—gave 

interactive presentations on ancient and modern Turkey 

and the Hittites and other early Anatolian populations to 

students at William Penn Charter School (Philadelphia), 

Southampton Township Public School #2 (Southampton, 

NJ), Woodrow Wilson High School (Camden, NJ), and 

Rowan University (Glassboro, NJ). 
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International Classroom speaker Reiko Kano visits 
St. Alphonsus School in Upper Dublin, PA, to share 
the art of Japanese tea ceremony with sixth grade 
students. Photo by Eri Otsuru

Halil Demirdelen assists a young girl with making a mosaic as part 
of her visit to the Penn Museum on the Turkish World Culture Day. 
Photo by Prema Deshmukh
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the years, several thousand presenters have participated in 
international classroom programs, bringing a firsthand 
perspective about their country or region of origin. 
Presentations are lively and personal, often given in traditional 
dress. interactive components encourage questions and 
audience participation, with speakers sharing information 
about the geography, language, economy, education, religion, 
recreation, family life, customs, current affairs, and american 
perceptions of their home countries. during 2007–2008, 
more than 160 programs were offered to 6,000 students and 
teachers in the tri-state area, and through a partnership with 
the free library of Philadelphia, a series of cultural sensitivity 

training workshops were given by 
international classroom speakers to 
library staff. 

International Student Reception
hosted by international classroom and 
sponsored by more than 50 colleges, 
universities, and programs, this free 
event drew over 900 students and 
scholars from 85 different countries in 

2007. held every year in the magnificent chinese rotunda, 
it is the only large-scale reception of its kind in the region, 
drawing an ever-growing number of college and university 
international students to meet each other and learn about 
resources for multicultural education. 

King Tut Mania—Collaborating with  
The Franklin Institute
during last year’s presentation of the blockbuster King Tut 
and the Golden Age of the Pharaohs at the franklin institute, 
the Penn Museum partnered with the franklin institute, 

A pre-K student from Beth Zion-Beth Israel 
displays her name in Egyptian hieroglyphics. 
She created it as part of an ancient Egyptian 
International Classroom program that 
included a tour of the Museum’s Egyptian 
galleries and an interactive talk with an 
Egyptologist. Photo by Prema Deshmukh
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using Penn graduate students in the department of near 
eastern languages and civilizations to give a series of 
talks on egyptian topics to audiences prior to their visit to  
the exhibition. 

“Anthropologists in the Making” Summer Camp
children ages 7 through 13 participate in the “anthropologists 
in the Making” summer day camp, taking them through time 
and across continents. organized by the Museum’s education 
department, the annual camp runs from late June through 
mid-august. each week highlights a different theme, offering 
campers the opportunity to enjoy one week or all eight. 
With the Museum’s world-renowned collection of artifacts 
as the backdrop, campers delight in the mythology, regalia, 
dance, music, cooking, art, and customs from both long ago 
civilizations and modern cultures. through gallery tours, arts 
and crafts, games and theatrics, scavenger hunts, and special 
guest performances, children uncover the secrets of the past. 
themes during the summer of 2007 included: “create your own 
culture”; “Baskets, Bags, and Bowls”; “an egyptian escapade”; 
“Journey along the silk road”; “digging in the dirt”; “What We 
Wear”; “let’s celebrate”; and “Who holds the Power.”

Summer Wonder Series
this program introduces diverse cultures and cultural 
perspectives through the performing arts. Well attended 
by both Penn Museum and outside summer camps, the 
performances are also open to museum visitors. the 2007 
series comprised seven weekly performances focusing on 
music from the Middle east and latin america, dance from 
West africa and india, native american storytelling, and a 
theater performance based on the Museum’s Amarna: Ancient 
Egypt’s Place in the Sun exhibit. 

Right, from top to bottom:
Students from Hype—a Penn performing arts group that explores 
multi-cultural styles and mediums of dance—performs hip hop and 
contemporary Indian dances for attendees at the International Student 
Reception. Photo by Lauren Hansen-Flaschen

Camp participants perform a skit during “An Egyptian Escapade.” Photo 
by Lauren Hansen-Flaschen

Camp participants try making homemade hummus. Photo by Lauren 
Hansen-Flaschen

Counselor  Timothy Callinan helps a camp participant assemble a 
skeleton as part of an El Día de los Muertos activity during “Let’s 
Celebrate.” Photo by Erin Jensen
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Global Engagement 
Protecting the World’s Cultural Heritage

Penn Cultural Heritage Center
in 2007–2008, richard M. leventhal, Professor of 
anthropology at Penn, curator in the american section, 
and former Williams director of the Museum, founded the 
Penn cultural heritage center (Pchc) at the University of 
Pennsylvania Museum of archaeology and anthropology 
with support from the Provost’s office at Penn and private 
donors. in a rapidly changing world, cultural heritage has 
become an important topic, playing an increasingly critical 
role in the identity politics of communities, the economic 
growth of world tourism, and the rules and regulations 
governing international antiquities. it also plays an ever more 
prominent role in the study and interpretation of the past, the 
ethics and planning of archaeological research, and the role of 
museums, now and in the future.
 dedicated to expanding scholarly and public awareness, 
discussion, and debate about complex issues surrounding the 
world’s rich and endangered cultural heritage, the center draws 
upon the expertise of the Museum’s curators, researchers, and 
graduate students, as well as other departmental faculty at 
Penn and non-Penn scholars for its programs. Using a two-
pronged program with research and outreach initiatives, the 
center has already undertaken initial assessments of cultural 

heritage and strategies for preservation in the countries of 
Mali and Montenegro; continued the Penn Museum’s work 
with law enforcement; begun collaboration with stanford 
University’s archaeology center; established a speaker series; 
and planned conferences, including one during the fall of 
2008 entitled “indigenous Perspectives on cultural heritage 
and Preservation.”

AIA Lecture Program
during 2007–2008, the President of the archaeological 
institute of america (aia)—the Penn Museum’s deputy 
director c. Brian rose—continued his participation in a 
lecture program first inaugurated in 2004 with the approval 
of the U.s. central command. in this program, archaeologists 
travel to U.s. military bases to provide briefings on the cultural 
heritage of iraq and afghanistan to the troops who are about 
to be deployed to those countries. these briefings emphasize 
regional history, archaeology, and the fundamentals of 
conservation, so that the troops will be better able to guard 
and care for the sites, museums, and antiquities that they 
encounter during their deployment. such briefings usually last 
for half a day and have occurred primarily at fort Bragg (north 
carolina), fort eustis (virginia), fort dix (new Jersey), fort 
Bliss (texas), and camp leJeune (north carolina). recently, 
briefings have also involved archaeologists from the aia 
working with representatives from the U.s. committee of the 
Blue shield (the cultural equivalent of the red cross) and the 
american institute of conservation. 

out reach and col laborat ion

Richard M. Leventhal, Director of the Penn Cultural Heritage Center, 
dicusses cultural heritage issues with law enforcement officials in the 
Museum’s Roman gallery. Photo by Lauren Hansen-Flaschen

Clark Erickson, Associate Curator in the American Section, draws the 
attention of law enforcement officials to some South American artifacts. 
Photo by Lauren Hansen-Flaschen
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The U.S. military response to the AIA program is clear 

in the comments provided by soldiers from Fort Dix, 

New Jersey: 

“I have been waiting for the Army to provide training on 

this for a long time. Thank you to the Penn Museum, the 

American Institute of Archaeology, and the American 

Conservation Institute for doing these.”

 “We need more cultural awareness. I have just 

entered into Civil Affairs and never gave much thought 

to cultural awareness before. This is excellent.”

“This program is critical to preserving the culture and 

history of the region.”

“This is a subject that most of us had not thought 

about. It is a great eye opener for those who had  

no idea.”

“This is an important part of our mission.”

“It’s easy to forget this kind of material in our focus on 

infrastructure, economics, and political reconstruction. 

History training reinforces the importance of our mission.”

“This is very relevant to our job over in Iraq, and can help us 

understand their culture better.”

“I recommend this. Perhaps it can help us win the hearts 

and mind of the people in Iraq.”

Deputy Director C. Brian Rose poses with members of the U.S. 
military after a presentation on Iraq’s cultural heritage at Fort Dix. 
Photo by C. Brian Rose

Deputy Director C. Brian Rose discusses the cultural heritage of Iraq 
and Afghanistan with U.S. military officers at Camp LeJeune. Photo 
by C. Brian Rose
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Generating knowledge  
Research Projects around the World

the University of Pennsylvania Museum of archaeology 
and anthropology was established in 1887 with a 
groundbreaking act of archaeological field research—the 
first american expedition to ancient Babylonia to excavate 
the site of nippur (then within the ottoman empire, but 
now in modern-day iraq). since then, the Museum has 
undertaken over 400 research projects throughout the 
world. this active program of research continues today 
and the following is a selection of highlights from the 
Museum’s research projects in 2007–2008. 

research and disseminat ion

Above, more than 70,000 years ago, the high desert to the west of Abydos in Middle 

Egypt was an attractive and hospitable habitat for animals and the early modern 

humans who hunted them. Since 2000, the Abydos Survey for Paleolithic Sites 

(ASPS)—led in part by the Penn Museum’s Deborah Olszewski and Harold Dibble—

has been surveying this region, systematically recording the density and distribution of stone tools across this landscape. By 

collecting information about the types of stone artifacts (using handheld computers and digital photography) and how stone 

tools are distributed across the landscape (using GPS receivers and a geographical information system), as well as examining the 

techniques used to make stone artifacts (by fitting them back together—right), the ASPS is building a detailed understanding of 

the settlement strategies and stone tool technologies during the period when early modern human behaviors originated and these 

people migrated from Africa to the Middle East and elsewhere in the Old World. Photos by ASPS
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Above, the Penn Museum’s Kathleen Ryan has been doing 

archaeological reconnaissance, survey, and excavation in 

the Laikipia highlands of western Kenya since 2002. 

In 2007, she received a three-year National Science 

Foundation grant ($185,000) to trace the migration of 

cattle herders into East Africa approximately 4,000 years 

ago. Furthermore, by obtaining direct datable evidence 

for the milking of African cattle by prehistoric herders (for 

example, via the discovery of milk residues in prehistoric 

milking and milk storage vessels such as those used by 

the Maasai today—above right), she hopes to contribute 

to recent discussions on the genetic basis of lactose 

tolerance—an inherited trait that allows adults to ingest 

milk as part of their diet after early childhood. Her 

research on reconstructing ancient diets is undertaken in 

collaboration with the University of Bristol in the United 

Kingdom. Photos by Kathleen Ryan

Below, the pyramid complexes of Old Kingdom Egypt were intended 

to perpetuate the immortality of pharaoh through continued rituals 

and offerings. To that end, funerary cults were established to protect 

and manage these royal estates. Some lasted for hundreds of years, 

cared for by generations of devoted priests who chose to be buried 

nearby. Since 1995, the Penn Museum Saqqara Expedition—under 

the co-direction of David Silverman and Jennifer Houser Wegner—

has excavated in the area of the Teti Pyramid complex (below left). In 

2007, joined by the Penn Museum’s Josef Wegner and photographer 

Jean Walker, the team recovered over 100 relief fragments, part of a 

biographical inscription (below), an associated false door, and a statue 

fragment. The coloration and style of relief suggest that many fragments 

were derived from aboveground structures, perhaps the original 

chapels of the priests Sahthoripy and Sekweskhet. Further excavation 

revealed extensions of the corridor and the likelihood of other shafts 

to more chapels, suggesting an even greater concentration of priestly 

burials than previously envisioned. Photos by Jennifer Houser Wegner 

(bottom left and right) and Jean Walker (inscription)
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Since 1996, as part of the combined Pennsylvania-Yale-Institute of 

Fine Arts/NYU Expedition to Abydos, the Penn Museum—under the 

leadership of Josef Wegner—has been uncovering the remains of 

the mortuary complex of pharaoh Senwosret III (ancient Wah-Sut-

Khakaure). Built in South Abydos around 1850 BCE and maintained 

for about two centuries, the complex includes a well-preserved 

temple and other ritual buildings, an extensive settlement zone, 

the remains of industrial facilities and cemetery areas, and Egypt’s 

largest (200-meter-long) royal underground tomb—all built in a 

location anciently named the Mountain-of-Anubis. In 2008, with 

support from the Penn Museum and the American Philosophical 

Society, a nine-person team continued documenting the remains of 

the ancient mayoral residence of Wah-Sut-Khakaure and oversaw 

the next phase in the excavation of the mortuary enclosure and 

tomb, adding key new evidence on its construction history and 

design, as well as fragments of objects associated with the burial 

of Senwosret III. As detailed in Expedition (vol. 48, no. 2), the tomb 

is particularly important as the first subterranean, unmarked royal 

tomb in ancient Egypt, forming a developmental link in the transition 

from the earlier pyramid tombs to the later hidden tombs of Egypt’s 

New Kingdom. Photos by Josef Wegner
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The Penn Museum’s first-ever field expedition back in the 1880s—to the ancient 

Babylonian site of Nippur—yielded a collection of some 30,000 clay tablets written 

in Sumerian and Babylonian. In particular, the Museum to this day contains the 

world’s largest collection of Sumerian literary texts, including the only known example 

of a Sumerian Flood Story. Since 1976, the Penn Museum has been home to the 

Pennsylvania Sumerian Dictionary Project. As detailed in Expedition (vol. 50, no. 3), 

this dictionary—the PSD—has gone digital and can be accessed via the Internet 

(psd.museum.upenn.edu). The major challenge for this project is the sheer number 

of tablets now available in museums worldwide as compared to the comparatively 

few scholars trained to read them. Since 1996, the current director of the project, 

Steve Tinney has sought to enlarge the PSD’s database of digitalized texts through 

collaboration with projects in Berkeley, Los Angeles, and Oxford, and to increase the 

ability of computers to search and analyze this data in meaningful ways by developing 

cutting-edge searching and parsing software. In the long-term, the project aims to 

be an evolving online resource for both scholars and the general public. The current 

short-term goal of the project however is a print version of the dictionary. With this in 

mind, Tinney’s assistant, Phil Jones, who maintains the dictionary’s core word list and 

associated bibliography, spent 2007–2008 reviewing the integration into the word list 

of several important text corpora including administrative texts from the Early Dynastic 

III (2500–2350 BCE) to Old Akkadian (2320–2120 BCE) periods, legal texts from the Ur 

III (2100–2000) and Old Babylonian (2000–1600) periods and incantations from the 3rd 

millennium BCE and the Old Babylonian periods. Photo by Penn Museum

Right, the Penn Museum’s Holly 

Pittman continues to participate 

on excavations underway at 

the sites of Konar Sandal South 

and Konar Sandal North in 

Iran’s Kerman province. First 

revealed in 2001, these sites are 

revolutionizing our understanding 

of the Near East, adding another 

major node of civilization during 

the Bronze Age. Her role is to 

study the works of art from 

these excavations, paying special attention to the rich body of glyptic art that provides 

evidence for both internal complexity and external interaction (left). Early results 

suggest that many of the Bronze Age features found to the west in Mesopotamia 

may have originated on the Iranian plateau and then spread through the movement 

of people, craftsmen, and goods. Her other work in 2007–2008 involves project 

coordination for the publication of the Penn Museum’s excavations at the Iranian sites 

of Hasanlu (1950s–70s), Cheshm Ali (1930s), and Rayy (1930s). In addition, after the 

death of Donald P. Hansen, she has undertaken to complete the publication of the 

famous site of al Hiba (ancient Lagash) in modern-day Iraq. Photos by Holly Pittman

from the near east to south east asia
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Above, the Government of the Sultanate of Oman has asked the Penn Museum’s Gregory L. Possehl, the 

preeminent American scholar of the Indus civilization, to investigate the site of Bat—a UNESCO World Heritage 

Monument—in preparation for its opening to the public. Although first settled around 3000 BC, this protohistoric 

town in the interior of Oman shows architectural similarities during the period between 2700 and 2000 BC with 

coastal settlements in Oman—a time when the latter settlements had extensive maritime contact with areas 

throughout the Persian Gulf to the north and with the Indus civilization of India and Pakistan to the east. In 2007–

2008, the second of five planned field seasons of research concentrated on two towers at Bat and the habitation 

area around them. Future work will focus on the region’s settlement pattern, the local interaction with the site’s 

neighbors on the Omani coast, and, at the request of the Omani Ministry of Heritage and Culture, the training of 

their Department of Archaeology staff in the art of archaeological excavation. Photo by Gregory L. Possehl
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Left, in 2008, the Middle Mekong Archaeological Project 

(MMAP)—directed by the Penn Museum’s Joyce White—

undertook a test excavation at the Tham Vang Ta Leow 

rockshelter in the Luang Prabang province of northern Laos. 

Due to its central location in Southeast Asia, Laos may hold 

the answers to many questions about Southeast Asian 

prehistory, including the origins of agriculture and metal 

technology in the region. During this field season, evidence 

for Stone Age occupation dating back to 11,000 years ago 

was found in the rockshelter. Future work, funded by a 

four-year matching grant from the Henry Luce Foundation 

($300,000), will include additional survey and excavation in 

Laos and Thailand, and will involve the intensive training of 

local Lao and Thai archaeologists. Photo by MMAP
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Above, excavations at Priniatikos Pyrgos in eastern Crete continued during 

the summer of 2008. Co-directed by the Penn Museum’s Barbara J. Hayden 

and Barry Molloy of University College Dublin, this season witnessed 

the culmination of a 30-year program of fieldwork and research that has 

documented the evolving cultural and environmental development of the 

Istron region in the Gulf of Mirabello. This long-term harbor settlement spans 

both prehistoric (Final Neolithic to Late Minoan IA, ca. 4000–1600 BC) and 

historical (Classical to Late Byzantine, ca. 500 BC–AD 1200) periods, with 

structural remains providing evidence for large Early Minoan buildings, 

broad Late Minoan pavements, the Hellenistic city-state of Istron, and an 

Early Byzantine church complex and cemetery. The diachronic analysis of this 

settlement and its material culture will explore the genesis and development 

of this port and its interaction within its well-documented regional environment 

and the wider Aegean world. Photo by Barbara J. Hayden
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Below, in the southwest of France, 

between 85,000 and 50,000 years 

ago, the cave of Roc de Marsal was 

occupied by Neandertals. In 1961, an 

amateur archaeologist discovered the 

skeleton of a 2-3 year old Neandertal 

child buried in the cave. Although found 

face down, on its right side, and with its 

legs bent backward, the child was more 

or less anatomically connected. New 

excavations—under the direction in part 

of the Penn Museum’s Harold Dibble—

began in 2004 and are continuing. The 

aim is to learn more about the context 

of this find and to explore its implications 

for Neandertal symbolic behavior. In 

addition, the occurrence of numerous 

well-preserved hearths, or campfires, at 

Roc de Marsal—an extremely rare find 

for sites of this age—promise to tell us 

more about how fire was used in these 

remote times. Photo by Jean Patrick
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Right, since 1988, Naomi F. Miller has undertaken 

archaeobotanical research for the Penn Museum on 

archaeological sites located throughout the eastern 

Mediterranean and Near East (e.g. Turkey, Syria, Iran, 

and Turkmenistan). In recent years, she has also been 

laying the groundwork for a future archaeological-

ecological park at Gordion, the Museum’s long-

standing research site in Turkey. Beginning with 

advice on how to use plants to stabilize and preserve 

the surface of the famous “Midas Mound” (Tumulus 

MM), her latest efforts have involved using plants 

to help preserve wall-tops on the Citadel Mound 

in keeping with a preservation plan developed by 

Penn Historic Preservation professor Frank Matero, 

creating and maintaining a mini-botanical garden at 

the local museum in Yassıhöyük, and persuading 

project members and museum officials that action 

must be taken immediately if the historical landscape 

is to be preserved for future generations. Photo by  

Andrew Goldman

around europe and the mediterranean

Above, the Penn Museum’s Brian Rose returned to the famous site of Troy in 

northwestern Turkey for a 21st field season. Although focused mainly on the study 

and publication of previous discoveries, new excavation trenches were opened in 

hopes of discovering whether or not a Bronze Age ditch circled Troy to the east. 

Previously, magnetic prospection had indicated the presence of an enormous 

late Bronze Age fortification ditch around the Lower City, probably cut in the 15th 

century BCE. Whereas test trenches had verified the existence of this ditch on 

the western and southern sides of the city, no earlier trenches or magnetometry 

could discern it on the east. Therefore, new trenches (left) were cut during the 

summer of 2008. Not only did these demonstrate that the ditch continued on the 

east, they also fortunately revealed the southeast gate of the late Bronze Age Lower 

City. Furthermore, above the ditch, a late Roman house was discovered. Although 

it had been destroyed by an earthquake in the early 6th century AD, it was still in a 

relatively good state of preservation. Photos by C. Brian Rose
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The 2008 season at Gordion in central 

Turkey focused mainly on remote sensing 

(both radar and magnetic prospection), 

architectural conservation, and site 

management. Several passes with 

the magnetometer demonstrated the 

existence of an enormous Middle Phrygian 

fortification wall—constructed of mudbrick 

with an outer ditch—that surrounded 

the residential area around the main 

citadel and encompassed 25.44 hectares 

(254,400 square meters)—considerably 

larger than previously suspected. Rivaling 

this realization was the discovery within 

the great wooden tomb chamber under 

Tumulus MM—the “Midas Mound”—of 

a series of Phrygian inscriptions 

on one of the 9-meter wooden 

roof beams that had not been 

seen before. These seem to be 

the signatures of the more than 

100 witnesses who were present 

(about 740 BCE) at the funeral of 

Gordios, father of Midas. They 

apparently wrote their names on 

the beam before the roof was 

assembled, just as one signs a 

memory book in funeral homes 

today. Photos by C. Brian Rose

around europe and the mediterranean
Right, during the summer of 2007, the Mt. Lykaion 

Excavation and Survey Project—directed in part by the 

Penn Museum’s David Gilman Romano—continued 

work at the famous Sanctuary of Zeus in Arcadia, 

Greece. Working in collaboration with the Greek 

Archaeological Service and the University of Arizona 

and under the auspices of the American School of 

Classical Studies at Athens, this Greek-American 

team of 46 individuals (including 25 students) from 

the Penn Museum and the University of Arizona 

conducted architectural, geological, geophysical, 

historical, topographical, landscape, and park 

planning surveys, and completed its second season 

of excavations. The major news generated was the 

discovery at the Altar of Zeus of material that dates 

to the 3rd and 2nd millennium BC—well before the 

historically documented use of the sanctuary. Major 

funding for this year’s field season at Mt. Lykaion, 

and to support a year-round full-time researcher for 

the project, was generously provided by the Karabots 

Foundation in honor of Constance Chrisomalis 

Karabots from Anavriti, Sparta (which overlooks Mt. 

Lykaion) and George Karabots of Malandreni, Argos. 

Photo by David Gilman Romano
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Left, the South Jersey Project—directed by the Penn Museum’s 

Robert L. Schuyler—had its third season of excavation in the 

fall of 2007. Site 2—a typical town lot in Vineland, New Jersey 

(50 feet x 150 feet)—revealed two occupation components. 

Initially, when the town was founded in the 1860s, a small 

house was erected on the site, only to burn down in the major 

town fire of 1880. It was then replaced by a large Victorian 

twin dwelling, whose occupation accounts for the majority of 

the remains and deposits recovered during three seasons of 

excavation. During the spring of 2008, laboratory analysis of the 

archaeological assemblages from Sites 1 and 2 continued as 

part of a University of Pennsylvania course in the Department of 

Anthropology (Historical Archaeology 

Laboratory). One unique artifact 

recovered was a corroded metal 

purse–cosmetic compact–note 

pad (right). Even more unusual 

was a penciled woman’s shopping 

list found preserved inside this metal 

box. Photos by Dawn Di Stefano
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Right, Hanat Kotyiti in New Mexico is the 

ancestral village to today’s Pueblo de Cochiti. 

Built immediately following the Great Pueblo 

Revolt of AD 1680, Hanat Kotyiti was the scene 

of a famous battle between the Spanish led by 

Diego de Vargas and the Cochiti People in 1694. 

Today, it is central to the identity of the Cochiti 

People as a material symbol of their resistance 

to Spanish rule and the reconstitution of their 

traditional way of life. Although previously 

excavated in 1912 by Nels Nelson of the American 

Museum of Natural History, in 1996, the Penn 

Museum’s Robert W. Preucel established a 

collaborative project with the Pueblo de Cochiti 

to restudy the site and explore its contemporary 

meaning and historical significance. Having 

previously analyzed the artifacts excavated by 

Nelson and conducted videotaped interviews 

with elders, in 2007 he collected ceramics on 

the surface from the village and Rancheria. 

His analysis indicates that the majority of the 

Glaze F ceramics were made locally and that 

trade was strongest with the Tewa villages. 

This past summer, he returned these ceramics 

to their original collection units in compliance 

with his Forest Service permit and the wishes 

of Cochiti Pueblo—a “catch and release” policy 

that is increasingly common in Southwestern 

archaeology. Photos by Matt Pecos and Tom 

Baker (Baker Aerial Archaeology)
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The Penn Museum’s Simon Martin specializes 

in Maya epigraphy—the deciphering of 

ancient Maya hieroglyphs (mostly produced 

between AD 200 and 900) to investigate 

the political history, social structure, and 

religious thought of this complex New 

World culture. During 2007–2008, his 

major ongoing research involved work with 

his Mexican colleagues from the Instituto 

Nacional de Antropología e Historia at the 

site of Calakmul (left). Declared a UNESCO 

World Heritage Site in 2002, their recent 

discoveries include a 1,400-year-old “painted 

pyramid” decorated with vividly colored 

murals annotated with glyphic captions. 

Martin also participates in the Copan 

Hieroglyphic Stairway Project—a multi-

disciplinary collaboration with colleagues at 

Harvard, Brown, and the University of Texas 

to record, analyze, and digitally reassemble 

the longest Maya inscription in the form 

of a collapsed stairway with over 2,000 

hieroglyphic blocks. His research interests 

include “theosynthesis”—the fusion of 

gods in Maya religious image and text, such 

as this embodiment (below) of the ancient 

Maya god of maize and fecundity manifested 

as a cacao tree—the role of cacao in Maya 

myth, the history and practice of Maya 

warfare, and the emergence of kingship and 

royal ideology in the first Maya states. Photo 

and drawing by Simon Martin

throughout the americas
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Above, in 2007–2008, the Penn Museum’s Robert Sharer and Loa 

Traxler continued their preparation of the final research reports 

stemming from the Early Copan Acropolis Program (ECAP), which 

conducted excavations at the famous Maya site of Copan in 

Honduras from 1989 to 2003. This year’s work involved synthesizing 

excavation results in a series of master section drawings and digital 

renderings that document the sequence of palaces and temples that 

comprise Copan’s royal Acropolis (constructed around AD 400–820). 

The master sections are being produced by project architect, Carlos 

Rudy Larios (above left), with support from a grant from the Niarchos 

Foundation. Also, in 2008, bioanthropologist Katherine Miller (above 

right) extracted bone and dental samples from burial remains 

excavated by Penn Museum archaeologists at Copan to undergo 

strontium isotope analysis in an attempt to identify the homeland of 

Copan’s dynastic founder, K’inich Yax K’uk’ Mo’, and other members 

of Copan’s ruling family. Photos by Kenneth Garrett and Loa Traxler

throughout the americas

Below, during 2007–2008, the Penn Museum’s Clark Erickson 

collaborated with scientists and staff from the Field Museum 

of Chicago and native peoples to map the complex cultural 

landscape of the Cofán—an indigenous group in the Amazon 

region of Ecuador. Using video, digital voice, and photographic 

recording (below right), the team documented oral histories 

from Cofán elders and leaders about placenames, settlements, 

hunting and collecting zones, and historical, sacred, and 

mythical locations. They produced a 4-hour double DVD that 

documented the cultural landscape of the Cofán—a resource 

that might one day help the Cofán defend their claims to 

indigenous territory. Erickson also continued his long-term 

research on monumental architecture, collaborating with 

archaeologists from Bolivia’s National Archaeology Unit, the 

University of San Andres, and the University of San Simon. In 

particular, he conducted fieldwork on ring ditches (below left)—

large ditched enclosures that cover up to one square kilometer 

on high ground overlooking savannas—in the tropical lowlands 

of the Beni of northeast Bolivia. Whether used for defense, to 

mark land or resources, to trap animals, or as settlements, 

elite residences, cemeteries, public ceremonial spaces, or 

water management features, their distribution throughout 

western Amazonia suggests a common culture of closely 

interacting societies in 

late prehistory. Photos by 

Clark L. Erickson

throughout the americas
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Working with pediatric dentists at the 

University of Pennsylvania (Dr. Rose Wadenya) 

and Temple University (Dr. Angela Stout) 

Dental Schools, the Penn Museum’s physical 

anthropologist Janet Monge has been able 

to document a new trend in the dental and 

skeletal maturation of youngsters in the 

United States. Using over 1,250 digitized 

paroramic x-rays from Philadelphia school 

children, her team has shown that American 

children are maturing approximately two 

years earlier than previously documented. 

The cause, however, remains a mystery—

diet, food additives, obesity among children? 

Photo by Janet Monge

Another ongoing research endeavor for Janet Monge is the Open 

Research Scan Archive (ORSA)—a 5-year National Science Foundation 

funded project to digitize the Penn Museum’s skeletal collections. Over 

3,000 skeletal remains curated at the Museum have been CT scanned 

in the Department of Radiology at the Hospital of the University of 

Pennsylvania. This online database is available to scholars worldwide and 

will soon be made available to all Penn students as a resource for learning 

human, primate, and fossil hominid functional anatomy. Already, Drs. 

Hansell Stedman and Benjamin Kozyak in the Department of Surgery 

and the Pennsylvania Muscle Institute at the Hospital of the University 

of Pennsylvania are using ORSA to explore the complex relationship 

between the genetic framework structure of the muscle protein myosin, 

gross muscle size, skull shape, and the pattern of sutures between 

individual skull bones. By comparing baboon muscles and skull shape to 

human muscles and skull shape, these researchers have determined that 

a genetic change in myosin (and thus overall muscle structure and size) 

occurred 2.4 million years ago that completely changed the anchoring 

architecture of the human skull. Photo by Janet Monge

on the penn campus
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Above, Federico Paredes-Umaña’s research involves 

reconnaissance inside the Pacific Coast Mangroves 

of western El Salvador, where his team recorded 

man-made islands and mounds inside the mangrove 

ecosystem—remnants of a prehispanic occupation 

focused on extracting salt and a wide variety of fauna. 

Photo by Federico Paredes-Umaña

Right, Chris Thornton is currently finishing his dissertation 

on the early metallurgy of the Iranian plateau, while 

serving as Assistant Director of the Bat Archaeological 

Project in Oman, led by Penn Museum’s Gregory L. 

Possehl. Photo by Leslie Bosch

kolb junior fellows 2007-2008

 

the Kolb foundation is a non-profit corporation charged to provide scholarships and financial aid for studies in academic 
disciplines related to the mission of the University of Pennsylvania Museum of archaeology and anthropology. the following Penn 
graduate students were Kolb Junior fellows in 2007–2008: aubrey Baadsgaard, alexis Boutin, Jane hickman, radu iovita, tarek 
Kahlaoui, Jose Maria lopez Bejarano, susanna Mcfadden, leslee Michelsen, Bryan Miller, emily Modrall, stephennie Mulder, 
federico Paredes-Umaña, Karen sonik, christopher P. thornton, gunder varinlioglu, and stephan Zink.

(

research and disseminat ion
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disseminating knowledge  
Penn Museum Publications

the University of Pennsylvania Museum of archaeology and anthropology publishes three issues of Expedition magazine each 
year, as well as numerous books and monographs.

research and disseminat ion

Expedition 
volume 49, 
number 2 
(Summer 2007)

Expedition 
volume 49, 
number 3 
(Winter 2007)

Expedition 
volume 50, 
number 1 
(Spring 2008)

Presence Passing
by Andrea Baldeck

Archaeology and History in 
Sardinia from the Stone Age to 
the Middle Ages: Shepherds, 
Sailors, and Conquerors
by Stephen L. Dyson and Robert 
J. Rowlands, Jr.

Master Builders of Byzantium
by Robert G. Ousterhout

Studies on Istanbul and Beyond: 
The Freely Papers, Volume 1
edited by Robert G. Ousterhout

Tikal Report 27A: 
The Artifacts of 
Tikal: Ornamental 
and Ceremonial 
Artifacts and 
Unworked 
Material
by Hattula 
Moholy-Nagy with 
William R. Coe

Dún Ailinne: 
Excavations at an 
Irish Royal Site, 
1968–1975 
by Susan A. 
Johnston and 
Bernard Wailes

Tikal Report 34A: 
Additions and 
Alterations:
A Commentary on 
the Architecture 
of the North 
Acropolis, Tikal, 
Guatemala 
by H. Stanley 
Loten
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Preserving knowledge  
Digitizing Our Archives 

More than a home for a world-class collection of artifacts, 
the University of Pennsylvania Museum of archaeology 
and anthropology is a repository of detailed archaeological 
and ethnographic information preserved not only in the 
artifacts themselves but in their relationships to each 
other and their well-documented contexts. these contexts 
include excavations recorded in painstaking detail as well as 
ethnographic expeditions that brought entire assemblages 
of cultural material back to the Museum. in an attempt to 
preserve and share the wider cultural knowledge embedded in 
these  excavation archives and ethnographic sub-collections, 
the Museum is undertaking a number of digital archive 
projects that will capture much of this information and make 
it accessible to a wider audience via the internet and transform 
the way scholars sort and analyze these records and materials 
in their attempts to understand the world’s past and present 
cultures. the following are some examples of digital projects 
currently underway in the Museum. 

The Ban Chiang Project
the Ban chiang Project—ongoing since the Penn Museum’s 
1970s excavations at Ban chiang in thailand (now a 
Unesco World heritage site)—spent 2007–2008 focusing 
on fundraising, publication preparation, and digital archiving. 
a successful grant application to the henry luce foundation’s 
invitation-only “initiative for east and southeast asian 

archaeology” resulted in a grant of $300,000 for four years of 
collaborative research in thailand and laos. this challenge 
grant will support both field research and analysis of excavated 
collections, including the pottery from the Museum’s Ban 
chiang excavations. the project also submitted manuscripts 
for publication on the source of early metals at Ban chiang as 
well as the site’s formation processes, and began digitizing and 
archiving its large set of photographs and drawings.

The Corinth Computer Project
since 1988 the Penn Museum’s david gilman romano has 
been making a computerized architectural and topographical 
survey of the roman colony of corinth. Based on fieldwork 
carried out under the auspices of the corinth excavations of 
the american school of classical studies at athens between 
1988 and 1997, the corinth computer Project has been 
creating digital maps of both the urban and rural areas of 

this large and important roman colony that was founded by 
Julius caesar in 44 Bc. during 2007–2008, six Penn students 
worked in the project’s lab at Penn checking over drawings to 
be published this year. the project was assisted by a digital 
humanities start-Up grant from the national endowment 
for the humanities that allowed the building of a prototype 
for digital acquisition and the storage of data between the 
United states and greece. 

research and disseminat ion

The Temple of Apollo on Temple Hill at Corinth lies 
beyond the Lechaion Road in the foreground. Photo by 
David Gilman Romano 

The Ban Chiang Project website provides access to a massive database of 
metal artifacts excavated from the site. Photo by Ban Chiang Project
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The Gordion and Hasanlu  
Digital Archive Projects
in the 1950s, the Penn Museum launched two massive 
excavation projects in the near east—one in central turkey 
at the site of gordion and one in northwestern iran at the site 
of hasanlu. although field research at the latter site ended in 
the late 1970s, both sites are still active research projects at 
the Museum as scholars continue to work on the enormous 
datasets generated by the excavators during the past 60 years—
hundreds of thousands of photographs and documents which 
record not only the archaeological complexity of these sites 
but also their major historical significance. to facilitate the 
analysis and publication of these materials, in 2007–2008, 
both projects began to construct digital archive databases to 
store and connect these materials employing a user-friendly 
online interface. to populate these databases, Museum 
volunteers and Penn work-study students have been enlisted 
to scan excavation notebooks, photographs, negatives, and 
slides, making this material available online to researchers 
around the world. 

The Louis Shotridge Digital Archive Project
the Penn Museum’s american section received a grant of 
$130,000 from the institute of Museum and library services 
during 2007–2008 to create a digital archive of the Museum’s 
entire louis shotridge collection and to make it available over 
the internet. the shotridge collection—widely regarded as 
the finest collection of tlingit (native alaskan) material in the 
world because of its exceptional documentation—consists of 
over 500 objects, 500 black-and-white photographs, and 2,000 
archival documents. this two-year project is a collaborative 
effort between the Penn Museum, Penn library’s schoenberg 
center for electronic text and image (sceti), the alaska 
state library, and the central council of tlingit and haida 
indian tribes of alaska. in 2009, this digital archive will go live 
on the Museum’s website and will allow visitors to not only 
view all of the documents and photographs that form part 
of the collection, but also query and search the database of 
objects and view each and every one of them as high-quality 
digital images.

The Digital Gordion website provides password-protected access to scholars 
around the world. Photo by Gordion Digital Archive Project

This painted caribou hide robe was purchased by Louis Shotridge in 
1924. It tells an important story of Lituya Bay, a place on the Tlingit 
landscape associated with the origins and history of the T’akdeintaan 
clan of Hoonah, Alaska. UPM # NA6829. Photo by Penn Museum

research and disseminat ion
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Statement of museum fiscal Year Activity 
(in thousands) 

 for the fiscal year ended June 30,
revenues 2007 2008  

 subvention1 6,940  37.0% 7,070  43.0%
 gift income 4,104  21.9% 2,809  17.1%
 sales2 1,950  10.4% 1,712  10.4%
 investment income 2,812  15.0% 3,076  18.7%
 grants 1,673  8.9% 1,106  6.7%
 transfers/other 1,279  6.8% 670  4.1%

    total revenues 18,758  100.0% 16,443  100.0%
           
expenditures

 salaries and Benefits 7,149  38.1% 7,529  45.8%
 current expense  5,767  30.7% 4,759  28.9%
 expense credits, other3 (124) -0.7% (158) -1.0%
 capital transactions 1,819  9.7% (165) -1.0%
 allocated costs4 4,147  22.1% 4,478  27.2%

    total expenditures 18,758 100.0% 16,443  100.0%

1 subvention is central University financial support for the Museum.
2 includes income from the shops, admissions, tours, rentals, publications, events, and other activities at the Museum.
3 includes the recovery of costs through the transfer of funds from University accounts for Museum activities.
4 represents utilities, security, and other general University administrative and overhead costs.    

f inancia l  h ig hl ig hts
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2007-2008
in gratefUl acKnoWledgMent

the exhibits, public and educational programs, and research 

activities documented in the previous pages could not have 

taken place without two groups of people: a profoundly loyal 

and hard-working body of volunteers and a deeply generous 

cadre of members and individual and institutional donors. 

in the following section, the Penn Museum acknowledges 

the multi-faceted contributions of these two groups with our 

deepest thanks.
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In Recognition of Exceptional Service
the Penn Museum is deeply grateful to all of the 200+ volunteers whose contributions of expertise, time, and resources are integral 
to the workings of each and every part of its operations. a special thank you to the following volunteers:

h ig hl ig hts

marguerite Goff, chair, Women’s committee, 
2004–2008
Below, during her tenure as Chair of the Penn Museum Women’s 

Committee for two consecutive terms from July 2004 to June 

2008, and as a tireless advocate for both the Museum and the 

Women’s Committee for many years before that, Marguerite 

Goff, seen here with Stephen Goff and Williams Director Richard 

Hodges, often worked as many hours as a paid staff member, 

whether helping successfully launch the Treasures Show and 

Sale, meeting and greeting Museum visitors, soliciting new 

members or sponsors, or representing the Women’s Committee 

to the Museum’s Board of Overseers. Always a source of 

creative ideas, her combination of passion, grace, and energy 

made and continues to make many friends for the Museum and 

we acknowledge with gratitude her leadership and enormous 

contributions of time and talent. Photo by Kelly and Massa

mary campbell, Volunteer of the Year 2007–2008 
Above, at the annual Volunteer Luncheon and Awards ceremony, 

held in the Upper Egyptian gallery in April 2008, Williams Director 

Richard Hodges was pleased to present the Museum’s annual 

“Volunteer of the Year” award to Mary Campbell in recognition of 

her work in the Registrar’s Office for an extraordinary 33 years. 

Senior Registrar Xuiqin Zhou (above left) reports that Mary (above 

right) has lined many thousands of small, medium, and large artifact 

boxes; her pristine penmanship is to be found on more than 2,500 

Somerville gem boxes, more than 6,000 Egyptian, Near East, 

and Mediterranean coin envelopes, and on countless file folders 

in the Registrar’s Office. Mary’s outstanding organizational skills, 

seasoned professionalism, and smiling enthusiasm make her an 

ideal candidate for the Penn Museum’s 2007–2008 Volunteer of 

the Year Award and the Museum family extends warm thanks to 

her for such devoted service. Photo by Lauren Hansen-Flaschen

John medveckis, member, Board of overseers, 1999–2008
Senior partner at the investment firm Cooke & Bieler, active as a trustee of the Philadelphia Museum of 

Art, the World Affairs Council, and the renowned Curtis Institute of Music, and a member of the Visual Arts 

Committee of the U.S. Library of Congress, John Medveckis none the less found time to serve for the last 

nine years as a devoted and hardworking member of the Museum’s Board of Overseers. As the board liaison 

to the Museum Applied Science Center for Archaeology (MASCA), his advocacy and support was deeply 

appreciated. He was also one of the development committee’s most active members, never missing an 

opportunity to bring new individual, corporate, or foundation friends to Museum events and lectures and 

identifying new sources of support, especially for educational and technology projects. At the end of his three very active consecutive 

terms of service—the maximum allowed by University bylaws—the Museum family sincerely acknowledges and thanks Mr. Medveckis 

for his support and advocacy. Photo by Kelly and Massa
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Jack murray, Head of Exhibits
Jack Murray’s career as the Penn Museum’s Head of Exhibits 

spanned almost 34 years through the tenure of seven Directors, 

saw his department grow from one to six staff members, and 

encompassed the renovation of 23 Museum galleries and the 

design of countless exhibits (Mr. Murray cheerfully observes that 

he stopped counting at 75!). Mr. Murray was closely involved with 

initiating the Museum’s traveling exhibits program and designed 

several of the exhibits, including the remarkable Treasures from 

the Royal Tombs of Ur and Treasures of the Chinese Scholar. He 

was recognized by the American Association of Museums, which 

awarded him its prestigious Curator’s Prize, for his work with Bill 

Davenport on an exhibition on Borneo. Mr. Murray’s design work 

can be found in every gallery at the Museum, in details from 

lighting to object display cases to visitor benches. He somehow 

still found time to work with the Museum’s Women’s Committee 

on displays for events including “Peace around the World”, “Real 

or Fake?”, and “44 Eyes in a Museum Storeroom.” Like Ms. 

Greene, Mr. Murray retired officially but not entirely in February 

2008, returning to help launch the Museum’s most ambitious 

exhibit to date—Surviving: The Body of Evidence—in April and 

agreeing to serve as an “honorary” member of the Women’s 

Committee. Photo by Jack Murray

Virginia Greene, Senior conservator
After 37 years as the Penn Museum’s Head of Conservation, 

Virginia Greene retired—officially if not entirely—June 30, 2008. 

While pursuing her master’s degree in Anthropology at the 

University of Pennsylvania in the 1960s, Ms. Greene assisted 

with the Penn Museum’s famous excavations at the ancient 

Maya site of Tikal in Guatemala, where she became interested 

in pursuing a career in conservation. She received her diploma, 

with distinction, in the Conservation of Archaeological and 

Ethnographic Materials at the University of London’s Institute of 

Archaeology in 1971, and began her career as head of the Penn 

Museum’s Conservation Laboratory that same year. In June 

2001, her contributions to the field were acknowledged when 

she was presented with the Sheldon & Caroline Keck Award at 

the American Institute for Conservation’s annual conference. 

The prestigious award, founded in 1994, annually honors one or 

two senior conservators with a sustained record of excellence 

in the education and training of conservation professionals. Ms. 

Greene will not be forgotten by her colleagues or by the many 

students and interns she helped to train at the Museum. Photo 

by Jennifer Chiappardi

during 2007–2008, the Museum saw the retirement of two devoted members of staff, each of whom had served for more than a 
quarter of a century. a warm thank you for many years of service to:

h ig hl ig hts
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keith deVries keepership 
in the mediterranean Section
Below, a gift of $1 million from an anonymous donor received in 

March 2008 endowed the Mediterranean Section Keeper position—

currently held by Lynn Makowsky—in memory of Keith DeVries, 

longtime Associate Curator in the Museum’s Mediterranean 

Section and Associate Professor of Classical Studies at Penn. 

Keith DeVries began teaching at Penn in 1969, where he remained 

his entire career, retiring from teaching in 2004 but continuing his 

research until his death in 2007. He had a special interest in Greek 

pottery, publishing several works on Greek Geometric pottery 

from Corinth. He also served as Co-Director of the Museum’s 

Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum project, and was a consultant on the 

Museum’s refurbished Greek gallery. But it was the site of Gordion 

that became the principal focus of his work. A staff member of 

the excavation for some 30 years, he also served as its director 

between 1977 and 1987. His deep knowledge of Gordion and of 

Greek and Phrygian pottery contributed to the recent re-dating of 

the Gordion sequence, work done in collaboration with Mary M. 

Voigt and G. Kenneth Sams. He was working on the ramifications 

of the revised Gordion chronology at the time of his death. The 

Penn Museum is honored to have the Mediterranean Keeper 

named for Keith DeVries and deeply grateful to the donor who 

made this possible. Photo by Mary Voigt
kowalski family Endowment fund 
Above, in October 2007, a year after becoming Chair of the 

Penn Museum’s Board of Overseers and as the University of 

Pennsylvania prepared to publicly announce its Making History 

campaign, Michael J. Kowalski (W ‘74) announced a leadership 

gift of $5 million to create the Kowalski Family Endowment Fund. 

Income from the Fund will provide ongoing support to the “Digital 

Spine”—an initiative of Williams Director Richard Hodges to bring 

together projects advancing the digitization of the Museum’s 

extraordinary collections of artifacts and excavation archives. The 

fund will also support the Penn Cultural Heritage Center, led by 

former Director Richard M. Leventhal and dedicated to expanding 

both scholarly and public awareness, discussion, and debate 

about the complex issues surrounding the world’s rich—and 

endangered—cultural heritage. Photo by Kelly and Massa

With Thanks for outstanding financial Support
While every gift is deeply appreciated and makes a difference in enabling the Penn Museum to fulfill its mission, the individual and 
institutional donors responsible for the following leadership gifts warrant special recognition, given with our most profound thanks.

h ig hl ig hts
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Henry luce foundation  
collaborative Research challenge Grant
In June 2008 the Penn Museum was awarded a four-year, 

$300,000 grant from the Henry Luce Foundation to organize 

and run an international collaborative research program in Laos 

and Thailand. “Strengthening the Future of Southeast Asian 

Archaeology: Investigating the Prehistoric Settlement of the 

Mekong Middle Basin,” is directed by the Penn Museum’s 

Joyce White, Co-Director of the Middle Mekong Archaeological 

Project (MMAP) since 2001, and Director of the Museum’s Ban 

Chiang (Thailand) Project since 1982. The new project in Laos and 

Thailand builds upon four decades of pioneering archaeological 

research by the Museum in mainland Southeast Asia. It is a 

continuation and expansion of MMAP, led by Joyce White, with 

Co-Director Bounheuang Bouasisengpaseuth, Deputy Director at 

the Lao National Museum. The first archaeological project in Laos 

by a United States-led team, MMAP carried out surveys to find 

prehistoric sites and most recently, conducted test excavations 

at cave sites near Luang Prabang, Laos, in July 2007 and March 

2008. Photo by MMAP

Weiss Gift for unrestricted Support 
A generous gift to the Making History campaign from Jeffrey 

Weiss and Jill Topkis Weiss (C ‘89, WG ‘93) in December 2007 

includes $200,000 to the Museum in unrestricted support, to 

be used as determined by Williams Director Richard Hodges. 

Ms. Weiss, who joined the Museum’s Board of Overseers in 

2007, is a firm believer in the importance of unrestricted support 

and was a passionate advocate for it as co-chair of the Penn 

Fund. “Unrestricted giving enables the University to utilize our 

gift where and when it is most needed,” explains Ms. Weiss. 

Director Richard Hodges acknowledges that the Museum has 

many needs, but such a large unrestricted gift, paid over five 

years, will make possible special projects, such as the production 

of publications including this report to disseminate information 

about the Museum’s educational and research programs, thereby 

sowing the seeds to make new friends and supporters. Photo by 

Jill Topkis Weiss

Philadelphia cultural management Initiative Grant 
Conversion to a new, customizable collections management 

database in a multi-year project will make the Penn Museum’s 

entire collection of approximately one million artifacts accessible 

to anyone around the world with a computer and Internet access. 

Implementation of the conversion to the KE EMu program, used 

by leading museums worldwide, began in February 2008 thanks 

to a generous lead grant of $120,000 from the Philadelphia 

Cultural Management Initiative, funded by the Pew Charitable 

Trusts. Upon completion, the conversion will make possible 

access to a digital catalog of approximately 40% of the Museum’s 

collections. The remaining 60% of the Museum’s collection will 

be added in phases. 

hig hl ig hts
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Gifts to the Penn museum’s Endowment
sincere thanks to the following institutional and individual donors for continuing their support of Penn Museum in perpetuity 
through a gift to one or more of its endowment funds.

To the Educational Endowment Fund
delaware investments

To the Ellen Kohler Endowment Fund
charles K. Williams ii, Ph.d.

To the Jeremy A. Sabloff Endowment Fund
robert Bass and diane cohn
Ken lockwood and laura fisher
Phyllis s. Jones
Bonnie verbit lundy and Joseph e. lundy, esq.
a. Bruce and Margaret r. Mainwaring
carlos l. and renee nottebohm

To establish the Keith DeVries Keepership, Mediterranean Section
anonymous

To establish the Kowalski Family Endowment Fund
Barbara P. renter Kowalski and Michael J. Kowalski

Sara Yorke Stevenson legacy circle
sara yorke stevenson was a truly remarkable woman—egyptologist, archaeologist, folklorist, fundraiser, 
newspaperwoman, and practical dreamer. she played a central role in founding and developing the 
Penn Museum, serving as curator of the egyptian and Mediterranean sections from 1890 to 1905 and 
remaining an active fundraiser throughout her life. 

the sara yorke stevenson legacy circle was created to honor those who share her allegiance to the 
Museum and have committed financial resources to its support through a planned gift of a will, living 
trust, retirement plan or life insurance policy, or a life income gift that will benefit the Museum in the 
future. Profound thanks to the following individuals whose provision for the Museum through joining 
the sara yorke stevenson legacy circle ensures their support for it in perpetuity.
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anonymous
John n. and rosemarie ake
frank W. and Joan a. Badger
Josephine r. Bull
elizabeth custer
daniel l. dannenbaum
charles h. davis
John P. doelman iii
Mary elberty
laura fisher
Marilyn forney
Betty s. gerstley, M.d.
helen h. gindele
alvin P. gutman
Mary Bert gutman

dr. Peter d. harrison
Karen Jeanne harvey and  

Paul B. harvey, Jr., Ph.d. 
elizabeth and Joseph hill
hon. harris n. hollin and  

sandra hollin
luba holowaty, Ph.d.
rachel r. hopkinson
Jacqueline Whitley hover and  

John c. hover ii
Josephine arader hueber
M. Jacob
harry c. Kahn ii and Joan Kahn
frank and Jean Klein
catharine t. Kolb

rachel c. lilley
Mrs. louis c. Madeira iv
a. Bruce Mainwaring
Margaret r. Mainwaring
rudolph Masciantonio, Ph.d.
Patricia a. Mattern
James Mcclelland
harry M. Meyers, Jr. and  

lois Meyers
naomi f. Miller, Ph.d.
dr. Mary Jo Mumford
sara nerken
elmer e. Pratt
harold chase Putnam, Jr.
Barbara h. roberts

Bette Jane saul
John r. senior, M.d.
sara speddon senior
david P. silverman, Ph.d.
Wilma s. slyoff
curtis eugene thomsen, Ph.d.
Mrs. robert l. trescher
Marjorie Underhill
diana t. vagelos
Karen r. venturini
alice vernier and vernon  

g. vernier, M.d.
Jean Walker
h.a. and Jackie Wiegand
James and carole Wilkinson

per petual  suppor t
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Gifts to Support Physical Renovations
While not officially in a capital campaign during 2007–2008, the Museum was able to continue to make improvements to different 
parts of its buildings—including renovation of the traveling exhibit galleries hosting Surviving: The Body of Evidence—thanks to 
generous contributions from the following individuals and organizations.

cummins catherwood Jr. and susan W. catherwood
connelly foundation
Barbara P. renter Kowalski and Michael J. Kowalski
annette Merle-smith
the Women’s committee

suppor t  of  the  phys ica l  p lant
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The Women’s committee  
visitors to the Museum today unknowingly benefit from an extraordinary group of women—the members of the Women’s 
committee—who, since 1937, have been initiating, developing, and supporting new projects wherever they saw a need. every 
facet of the Penn Museum has benefited from their efforts—research and educational programs, including funding professional 
development opportunities and publications; hands-on sorting of artifacts; helping curators and keepers in storage; furnishing a 
conservation laboratory; underwriting training of a conservator; and programs to engage a larger public, including lectures, galas, 
special events, tours to archaeological sites, and visitor services such as the Museum shop and café. While some of the programs 
initiated by the Women’s committee—for example, the volunteer guides and Mobile guides who take Museum artifacts directly 
into the schools—are now administered by other Museum departments, Women’s committee members remain among their most 
active volunteers, and several programs remain directly under their sponsorship, including the sunday afternoon “Meeters and 
greeters” who welcome visitors to the galleries, archaeological tours, the weekly casting program, and, in the last four years, the 
Treasures Show & Sale.
 established in 2004 through the efforts of susan catherwood, elizabeth haine, and Marguerite goff, Treasures is Philadelphia’s 
first and only show and sale of native arts, antiques, and textiles from world cultures, featuring over 40 distinguished dealers from 
the U.s. and abroad offering rigorously vetted 18th–21st centuries materials from native traditions of asia, africa, oceania, and 
the americas. soon recognized by the greater Philadelphia tourism Marketing corporation as one of Philadelphia’s top annual 
events, Treasures netted $100,000 in each of its first three years, contributed by the Women’s committee to the Museum to support 
educational and exhibition programs. support from Treasures was critical in making possible the Surviving: The Body of Evidence 
exhibit. the Museum extends its deepest thanks to 2007 Treasures Show & Sale co-chairs Susan W. Catherwood, Nancy Freeman 
Tabas, and Helen Stephenson Weary (pictured below with Williams director richard hodges), and to all the members of the 
Women’s committee for their untiring efforts in support of the Museum.

Women’s Committee 2007–2008

annual  susta ining  suppor t
s e r v ice

Mrs. Joel Z. Bachman
Mrs. francis J. Bagnell
Ms. Mary Margaret Ballinger
*Mrs. robert r. Batt
Mrs. ann M. Beal
**Mrs. george deB.Bell
**Mrs. Josephine r. Bull
***Mrs. amber West Buller
**Mrs. McBee Butcher
Mrs. John P. Butler iii
Mrs. albert h. caesar
Mrs. cummins catherwood, Jr.
Mrs. William l. conrad
Mrs. J. robert derr, Jr.
**Ms. Maude de schauensee
*Mrs. a. Webster dougherty, Jr.
Mrs. david P. foulke
Ms. sarah currie fox
**Mrs. louis gerstley iii
*Mrs. John d. gindele
Mrs. stephen goff
*Mrs. herman h. goldstine
**Ms. criswell gonzalez
Mrs. donald c. graham
Mrs. g. davis greene, Jr.
*Mrs. alvin P. gutman
*Mrs. david B. hastings
*Mrs. Michael P. heavener

Mrs. r. Bruce heppenstall
*Mrs. a. scott holmes
**Mrs. James P. hopkinson
*Mrs. alonzo r. horsey iii
Mrs. edward K. hueber
Mrs. lawrence Johnson, Jr.
*Mrs. John t. Kelly
*Mrs. robert W. Kennedy
Ms. Pamela c. Keon
Ms. nancy Kneeland
Mrs. richard lackman
**Mrs. francis a. lewis
Mrs. douglas g. lovell, Jr.
Mrs. Paul todd Makler
Mrs. raymond Marks
Mrs. Joseph t. Mcdevitt
Mrs. robert e. McQuiston
Mrs. Bernard Meyers
**Mrs. Martin Meyerson
**Mr. John t. Murray
*Mrs. William l. nassau
Ms. arlene olson 
Mrs. J. Barton riley
Mrs. thomas s. rittenhouse
Mrs. M. h. samitz
*Mrs. ralph s. saul
Mrs. donald a. scott
Mrs. Karl spaeth

Mrs. herbert o. sperry
Mrs. harold starr
*Mrs. francis r. strawbridge
**Mrs. robert l. trescher
Mrs. thomas s. Weary
Mrs. James a. Weiss
*Ms. ellen Winn
*Mrs. richard e. Winston
Mrs. theodore v. Wood, Jr.

*Associate Member 
**Honorary Member 
*** Member on Sabbatical
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museum Volunteers 
the Penn Museum has depended on volunteer help for many of its projects and much of its development since its beginnings 
in the 1880s. today volunteers work in more than 20 different Museum departments and during 2007–2008 they volunteered 
an astonishing total of 19,844 hours, with the greatest number of hours logged by Liesel Baker (in the second site shop and as a 
Mobile guide) at 646, Sam Nash (in Masca) at 633, and Susan Catherwood (through the Women’s committee) at 625. some 
volunteers come in daily, and many have served for 20, 25, and 30 years! needless to say, the Museum is profoundly grateful to each 
and every volunteer and would like to express thanks to the following individuals, in addition to those on the Women’s committee 
listed left, for their outstanding contributions of time and talent.

eve adler
Maria aguado
rosemarie ake
virginia alexander
susan allison
gwendolyn anthony
stephen ast
liesel Baker
arthur h. Baron
raymond Bednarczyk
christine Biddle
sara Block
carin Bloom
aliza Boim
adrienne Boone
herbert Borteck
susan Bradford
linda Brawner
Barbara a. Bronstein
Kimberly M. Brown
Betsy Brubaker
eleanor Bryan
larissa Busch
abbey Butcosk
charlotte Byrd
racheal campbell
tommye casey
elizabeth chance
amanda ciaccio
eleanor coates
Michael cohen
Kristin collins
Patricia conard
Jeanette cooper
adrian copeland
ellen copeland
Paula cramer
niki crits
elin danien
l. daniel dannenbaum
ethel david
Marisa dejesus
Joann delmonico-luhrs
susan denious

edythe dixson
ellen dobbins
anna dorsey
Katie eckert
lori-ann eckert
delcina esser
leonard evelev
eileen farrell
Phyllis feirman
Michael ferguson

edward fernberger
William field
valentina follo
connie fraley
gertrude fuchs
elsie galloway
sarah ganiere
albutt gardner
Joseph gasiewski
lisa gemmill

Kathleen george
Philip george
christopher gervais
gwen glattes
arlene goldberg
Marcia goldberg
ida goldstein
robin gonnam
Jamie gorman
george grigonis

Kit grundstein
Jill gural
esther gushner
elizabeth haimes
gretchen hall
cornelia handago
Michael handago
Zachary harris
John harris
Joan harrison

annual  susta ining  suppor t
s e r v ice

Museum volunteers on the steps of the Upper Baugh Pavilion before the Volunteer Lunch in April 2008. Photo by Lauren 
Hansen-Flaschen
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Young friends of the Penn museum   
the young friends of the Penn Museum is a group of Museum members aged 21 to 45 who work to raise awareness of the Museum 
among the region’s young professionals through a variety of educational and social programs, planned and executed in conjunction 
with the Museum’s events and Membership offices by a young friends Board. for their help in planning, soliciting sponsorships 
and gifts, and selling tickets for the young friends’ highly successful halloween and Wined through History scavenger hunt events 
in 2007–2008, the Museum gratefully acknowledges the following members of the young friends Board.

caleb Benjamin
Katy Blanchard
samuel Brewer
tricia desmarais, esq.
aleksander J. goranin, esq.
chad henneberry
hayes hunt, esq.
elizabeth ireland
stephane Jean-Baptiste
lisa a. Johns
elizabeth lowe
Mark Mitchell
yve-car Momperousse
Betsy Motter
lindi c. sabloff
Bethany r. schell
nicole stach, esq.
s. Phineas Upham, Ph.d.
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MUSEUM  
VOLUNTEERS 
CONTINUED
John hastings
Jessica hays
stephen hecht
Beth helwig
Wiliam f. henderson
Josephine henry
celene hilkin
libby hill
edward hoy
William s. hyland
Betty Jefferson
esther d. Johnson
charlease Joloza
Warren Kamensky
Jule Kauffman
frederick Keith, Jr.
alice Kennedy
elaine B. King
dr. ellen Kohler
Morrie Kricun
elena Kyle
elizabeth laduc
James lanford

ambler leach
linda lempert
daniel leonard
david lerner
lawrence r. levan
Bernard levinson
Janet levitt
Megan lewin
Margaret lichtenstein
geri lifshey
Marianne lipa
Joanne lipa
carol littleton
Bridget lynch
david Macrorie
ludeese Major
Bianca Mandel
alan Mann
Kimberly Marchesani
diane Margolies
Beverly Marlin
larry Mcclenney
ann Mccloskey
louise Mcgowan
richard McKinney
audrei McKinney

sigrid Meier
harold Meyer
harry M, Meyers, Jr.
henry Michael
Jessica Miller
Jehan Mohamed
June Morse
sandra Mosgo
nancy Mundth
gregory Murdzak
samuel K. nash
Wendy nickel
richard olsen
edwin Pace
najah Palm
richard B. Palmer
Judith Papit
Jennifer Parisi
esther Payne
clarissa Pell*
susan Pond
richard d. Pratt
alexandra Preefer
ruth Preucel
Katie Pyott
Phyllis reischer

ian richardson
thomas o. richey
t. Wayne roberts
Barbara roberts
francisco rodriguez
harry c. rogers
lawrence rosen
Phyllis rosenthal
ayse salzman
linda sarnoski
cedric c. scarlett
M. camille schwartz
donald scott
nancy scott
dallas scott
robert segal
sheldon seligsohn
hennie shore
reeta shprintz
renee simmons
Janet simon
Michelle singleton
ruth e. smith
lynn smith
lynn snyder
lawrence sokoloff

Jacqueline sokoloff
elizabeth stern-hymel
Joseph stevenson
Judith storniolo
Jeremy tartack
susan thomas
donald todd
s. Phineas Upsham
Beth van horn
Brad verploeg
nina vukosavljevic
elizabeth (Jean) Walker
aaron Waller
William Wallis
alex Watts-tobin
Barbara Weiner
amber West
Joan Wider
Katherine Wong
Bonnie Wright

* Deceased
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With Thanks for Generous Sustaining Support   
sustaining gifts—those that support ongoing operations—are the lifeblood of any non-profit 
institution. at the Penn Museum, unrestricted gifts to membership, annual giving, or the 
director’s discretionary fund provide critical support each year to our ongoing research, our 
educational mission, and the preservation of our remarkable collection. sincere thanks to 
the individual and institutional donors recognized on the following pages for their annual 
sustaining support of the Penn Museum in 2006–2007 or 2007–2008.

The Loren Eiseley Society
the loren eiseley society (les) was created to honor the memory of the long-time Penn 
Museum anthropologist, essayist, and poet by helping to further his ideals and sustain the 
Museum he cherished. Members of the society contribute at least $1,500** annually to the 
Museum in unrestricted support—the most vital type of funding since it is available where 
most needed at any time.

“forward and backward i have gone, and 
for me it has been an immense journey.” 

– loren eiseley, The Immense Journey

** The minimum contribution level for LES membership was $1,000 through September 2007, when it was raised for the first time in 
30 years in recognition of the ever-increasing costs faced by the Museum’s research, education, and conservation programs.

Director’s Circle 
($10,000 and above)
andrea M. Baldeck, M.d. and  

William M. hollis, Jr.
lois and robert Baylis
susan and greg danilow
Winnie chin and Michael feng
Barbara P. renter Kowalski and 

Michael J. Kowalski
a. Bruce and  

Margaret Mainwaring
gail P. Manning and frederick  

J. Manning, esq.
annette Merle-smith
Mrs. J. Maxwell Moran
adolf a. Paier and  

geraldine Paier, Ph.d.
charles K. Williams ii, Ph.d.

Benefactor 
($5,000 – $9,999)
anne farr
Jacqueline Whitley hover and  

John c. hover ii
diane vs. levy and robert M. levy
John J. Medveckis
frances and John r. rockwell
schuy Wood and  

theodore v. Wood, Jr.

Sponsor 
($2,500 – $4,999)
aK agarwal
Joel and Joan Bachman
Michael a. Balog iii and  

chelsea a. o’rourke

robin e. Black and  
richard W. goldberg

William e. Brown iii and  
christina n. Johnston

Mr. ryan Bunch and  
Mr. Micah Mahjoubian

cummins catherwood Jr. and 
susan W. catherwood

lauren s. and russell d. charles
ya-yung cheng and Joel haaf
cecilia collins and  

halli gudmundsson
shannon collins and  

Josh Mclaughlin
theresa a. drass
laura fisher and Ken lockwood
andrew M. friedman and  

asali solomon
donald c. and ingrid graham
alvin P. and Mary Bert gutman
alexandra harrison and  

dr. Peter d. harrison
Marie hildebrandt and  

ian Musselman
catherine hill
susan h. horsey
elsbeth Jaggi and dr. Jurg Jaggi
isabel r. Jenkins and steve Ziegler
dr. robert W. Kalish and  

sally Kalish
charles Kallenbach and  

alison rosenberg
elizabeth Mcnally
erica Morgan and dennis slade
carlos l. and renee nottebohm
Bonnie J. o’Boyle

timothy r. rebbeck, Ph.d. and  
Jill stopfer

gretchen and J. Barton riley
Karen d. and thomas W. rinaldi
alexandra schoenberg and  

eric J. schoenberg, Ph.d.
Marilyn and stephen schultz
John r. senior, M.d. and  

sara spedden senior
Bayard t. storey, Ph.d. and  

frances e. storey
ross van denbergh

Associate 
($1,000 – $2,499)**
david and Winifred alcorn
valla amsterdam
dr. William and rosemarie Barry
robert W. Bogle
Paula Botstein, M.d. and  

robert Usadi
connie and Marshall campbell
theresa capaldi and ali nejad
Joseph and Mary leach colen
carrie and Kenneth cox
elin and Wilton danien
daniel l. dannenbaum
a. Webster dougherty, Jr. and 

Janet dougherty
edward c. and Joan driscoll
robert h. dyson
luis fernandez
Marilyn forney and  

robert c. forney, Ph.d.
elaine* and ramon garfinkel
Mrs. herman h. goldstine

criswell gonzalez
dr. Janice gordon and  

dr. Kenneth gordon, Jr.
Peter g. gould and  

robin M. Potter
evelyn and harry groome
rajiv gupta
chara c. and John c. haas
gretchen r. hall, Ph.d.
sandra Jereb
Mrs. lawrence Johnson, Jr.
Phyllis s. Jones
Patricia Kent, M.d. and  

gregory P. Urban, Ph.d.
harvey and virginia Kimmel
Janet Klaus
Mrs. louis B. Klein
Judy and Peter leone
lawrence r. levan
howard h. and Maxine lewis
Joyce cochrane lewis
gail Kamer lieberfarb
Mark frazier lloyd
alida lovell
Bonnie verbit lundy and  

Joseph e. lundy, esq.
hope Makler and  

Paul t. Makler, M.d.
gerald Margolis, Ph.d. and  

lila Margolis
ada May Maxwell
Joseph and suzanne Mcdevitt
Missy and robert e. McQuiston
Bernard and rosa Meyers
harry M. Meyers, Jr. and  

lois Meyers

annual  susta ining  suppor t
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Paul f. Miller, Jr. and ella Warren
a. Mulroney
caroline nassau and  

William l. nassau iii
John B. and lillian neff
Joseph J. nicholson and  

Peter spinelli
John and Peggy o’Brien
richard g. Pane
david and geraldine Pincus
george r. Pitts
donna conforti rissman and  

Paul rissman, Ph.d.
Jeremy a. sabloff, Ph.d. and  

Paula l. W. sabloff, Ph.d.
doris samitz*
Bette Jane and ralph s. saul
Joseph B. and rita P. scheller
Bernard and lisa selz
John and Kathleen c. sherrerd
ann and Karl h. spaeth
herbert o. sperry, Jr. and  

Patricia Q. sperry
lee e. and nancy tabas
curtis eugene thomsen, Ph.d.
Mrs. Benjamin tregoe
Mrs. robert l. trescher
douglas c. Walker
helen s. Weary
dr. James d. B. Weiss, Jr.
James a. and nancy  

Bendiner Weiss
Joanne and raymond Welsh
howard e.n. and Patricia Wilson
deborah Wince-smith
helen and richard e. Winston
albert e. and stephanie Wolf

Penn Museum Members 
Expedition Circle

Fellow 
($500 – $999)
Wendy ashmore, Ph.d.
James averill
Bill and suzanne Becker
deborah Bohren
elizabeth caulk and John  

r. caulk iii
gloria t. chisum, Ph.d. and  

Melvin J. chisum
elizabeth and Warren clark, Jr.
roslyn K. davis
elizabeth gemmill
daniel and sarah gordon

gary hatfield, Ph.d. and  
holly Pittman, Ph.d.

elizabeth B. hess
nancy hirsig
elise and J. Parry Jones
elena and frederick W. Kyle
Betsy and robert legnini
Barbara M. Macfalls
John M. and Mary ann Meyers
Martha Morse
Britton Murdoch
Joshua nahas
Karl f. rugart, Jr., M.d. and  

Patricia rea rugart
emily and harold P. starr
francis r. strawbridge iii and 

Mary Jo strawbridge
Mrs. harrison therman
Mary Zantzinger*

Patron 
($250 – $499)
anonymous (1)
elie M. abemayor, M.d. and  

Judith abemayor
endla anday, M.d.
theodora W. ashmead
Barbara s. atkins and  

robert r. atkins, M.d.
dr. d. J. Baker and  

emily lind Baker
arthur and Kathie Baldadian
Mary Jane Barrett and  

charles Kelly
erica and gerald Batt
Mona and robert Batt
Bill and tina Becker
allen and Patty Berman
deborah and gary Bingham
Paul a. Bowers, Jr.
samuel Brewer
ira Brind
nancie and t. g. Burkett
richard Busis
anne and McBee Butcher
dr. Bruce e. caswell and  

carol s. caswell
Barbara r. cobb
abbi cohen and  

thomas o’connell
alma cohen
Patricia conard
Joanne h. and William l. conrad
edward and Judy coslett
richard crecraft
Jeffrey and sandra cross

d. M. crow
elizabeth and Michael daniels
dana davis
robert and sally davis
emilie de Brigard
carmela and frank deflavia, Jr.
Mark delp
Bonnie c. derr
anne d’harnoncourt* and  

Joseph rishel
Joe dougherty
Barbara J. and M. andrew  

duda, M.d.
howard eisen, M.d. and  

Judith Wolf, M.d.
Justine englert
James fallon
Jeannie and Wendell fenton
silvia figueroa and Philip Kislak
doctors Pamela and Peter freyd
diana friend and  

dr. stephen friend
robert h. gerlach
robert gilmour and  

cynthia Mabry
Marguerite and stephen goff
andrew and vickie golden
ann n. greene and  

g. davis greene, Jr.
Jane haegele
demetra J. haines
Marie P. hanerkam
John harvey iii and lisa sewell
vincent f. hatton
catherine a. and  

thomas f. healey
hannah and J. Welles henderson
elizabeth and Joseph hill
Jennifer hofmann
Beatrice holland
hon. harris n. hollin and  

sandra hollin
nataline and orville horwitz
Jon and sheehan Joseph
helen and henry Justi
anne a. Kamrin and  

robert Kamrin, M.d.
carl Kaysen, Ph.d.
Martha and robert W. Kennedy
June Kestenbaum and  

louis M. Zeiger, M.d.
gregory J. Kleiber
h. lewis and Janet s. Klein
Bernice J. Koplin
louise Krasniewicz, Ph.d. and 

richard M. leventhal, Ph.d.

doranne M. lackman
andrew larson
gregory g. and Maureen r. lawton
Mrs. richard W. ledwith
diana liu
Mary dell lucas
edward h. Mcgehee, M.d.
donald Morel
christine nasserghodsi
arthur e. newbold iv
albert t. olenzak, Ph.d.
claire B. and John l. olsen
W. gresham o’Malley iii
ronald J. Pierce
helen Pratt and eli Pritzker
John s. and Martha s. Price
Barbara and thomas rittenhouse
Mrs. Julius rosenwald
Karen ruef
Kenneth M. rutherford
alan d. schreiber, M.d. and  

Pamela schreiber
cindy c. schwartz and  

stanley s. schwartz, M.d.
donald a. and Jeanne a. scott
ambler P. leach selway
James sim
dominic simeone
louisa h. spottswood
Mrs. William e. stephens
emily sunstein* and  

leon c. sunstein, Jr.
carolyn d. sykes
roberta tanenbaum
Barry e. thompson
John J. tierney ii
teresa valls
hon. Wayne e. Wagner
gillian l. Wakely
elizabeth Jean Walker
James B. and sallie Mc Kee Warden
ada Warner and  

frank W. Warner, Ph.d.
amber West, Ph.d.
Matthew Weymar
Katharine s. White
Mrs. thomas r. White, Jr.
frances d. Widmann
nancy and roger Williams
thomas Williams
Karin yanoff, Ph.d. and  

Myron yanoff, M.d.
John yorke and dr. susan s. yorke
ann Zumbo

*deceased

annual  susta ining  suppor t
membership  suppor t
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Annual Giving Program and the director’s discretionary fund
We offer profound thanks to the following individuals for their contributions—in many cases over and above their membership 
support—to the annual giving Program or the director’s discretionary fund. given with no expectation of receiving benefits, 
these contributions were directed 100 percent to supporting the Museum’s programs in the year in which they were given.

$25,000 and above
david t. clancy and  

Mccarroll sibley
Barbara and Paul henkels
Barbara P. renter Kowalski and 

Michael J. Kowalski
diane vs. levy and robert M. levy
a. Bruce and  

Margaret Mainwaring
alexandra schoenberg and  

eric J. schoenberg, Ph.d.
annette Merle-smith
douglas c. Walker
Jeffrey and Jill topkis Weiss
charles K. Williams ii, Ph.d.

$10,000 – $24,999
cummins catherwood Jr. and 

susan W. catherwood
lois and robert Baylis
susan and greg danilow
susan helen horsey
frances and John r. rockwell

$5,000 – $9,999
John d. Betz
anne farr
Janet f. haas, M.d. and  

John o. haas

Jacqueline Whitley hover and  
John c. hover ii

edward K. and  
Josephine arader hueber

Bonnie verbit lundy and  
Joseph e. lundy, esq.

adolf a. Paier and  
geraldine Paier, Ph.d.

the Women’s committee, in 
honor of susan catherwood, 
Marguerite goff, suchinda 
heavener, Missy McQuiston, 
nancy tabas and helen Weary, 
and in memory of louise 
Mcgowan, clarissa Pell and  
Mary Zantziger

$1,000 – $4,999
Wendy ashmore, Ph.d.
robert W. Bogle
susan J. Bridges, Ph.d.
Joanne h. and William l. conrad
edward c. and Joan driscoll
robert h. dyson
Marilyn forney and  

robert c. forney, Ph.d.
cornelia d. fraley
Marguerite and stephen goff
donald c. and ingrid graham

alvin P. and Mary Bert gutman
gretchen r. hall, Ph.d.
Barbara and Paul henkels
lawrence r. levan
gretchen and J. Barton riley
donna conforti rissman and  

Paul rissman, Ph.d.
Joseph B. and rita P. scheller
ann and harlan scott
John r. senior, M.d. and  

sara spedden senior
elizabeth Jean Walker
deborah Wince-smith

$500 – $999
elie M. abemayor, M.d. and  

Judith abemayor
Peter a. Benoliel
Josephine r. Bull
charles d. dickey, Jr. and  

helen dickey
a. Webster dougherty, Jr. and 

Janet dougherty
lilly and Peter c. ferry
ann n. greene and  

g. davis greene, Jr.
Michael P. and suchinda heavener
helen hirschfeld and  

hugh neuburger

diane l. and Peter horan
Phyllis s. Jones
Betsy and robert legnini
ada May Maxwell
donald Morel
george r. Pitts
Mrs. harrison therman

$250 – $499
ruth e. Brown
elizabeth caulk and  

John r. caulk iii
Mrs. graham f. cummin
r.s. Boucher and linda descano
anne d’harnoncourt* and  

Joseph rishel
carole and emilio gravagno
yotaro Kobayashi
Mrs. richard W. ledwith
Martha newman
david and geraldine Pincus
Bette Jane and ralph s. saul
emily and harold P. starr
amber West, Ph.d.
Katharine s. White

* deceased

annual  susta ining  suppor t
annual  g iv ing
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In-kind Gifts
the Penn Museum gratefully acknowledges the following donors for in-kind donations during 2007–2008.

frances Biddle
dr. Kenneth r. Brown and dr. Polly ann Brown
dr. elias and rena Burstein
robert h. dyson
elaine* and ramon garfinkel
elizabeth i. gifford
susan Jo Klein
erle leichty, Ph.d.
Marlon t. Magdalena
helen cunningham and theodore t. newbold
Jared J. and susan lowry rardin
r. thomas schaub, Ph.d.
susan shaw
christina shea

William B. simmons
susan Molofsky todres
elizabeth Jean Walker
rosamund W. Wendt, Ph.d.
edward a. Westphal, posthumously
William Wierzbowski
Muriel Wolgin
david and ida Woods
tobia l. Worth

*deceased

Gifts in Honor or memory of Penn museum family members

In Memory of Oric Bates
edward K. and Josephine arader 

hueber, in support of the  
Mediterranean section

In Memory of Mary Casey
natalie l. depman

In Honor of Susan Catherwood
the Women’s committee

In Memory of Marianne  
Cunningham
Paul g. chicos
abby s. hocky
elizabeth c. huston
nancy J. lanham
the Merchants fund
emil g. nunez
nuveen investments
catherine t. reese
ella r. torrey
david h. Wice

In Memory of Keith DeVries
anonymous
William W. fox
Josephine a. hueber
amey a. hutchins
darlene t. Johnson
naomi f. Miller

lada onyshkevych
neale a. secor
Jessica g. treiman
alan Waldt

In Memory of Cornelia Fraley
Mary Bert gutman
Josephine a. hueber

In Honor of Marguerite Goff
the Women’s committee

In Honor of Lynn Grant
charles h. davis

In Honor of Suchinda Heavener
the Women’s committee

In Memory of William R. Klaus
richard crecraft
susan W. catherwood

In Memory of Camille Logue
Warren M. Ballard
ruth e. Brown
douglas P. catalano
annette B. congdon
Kimberly M. cooper
gordon W. gerber
rutie havazelet
ehud havazelet

revital d. havazelet
herman r. hutchinson
Johnson & Johnson
J. s. Kurtz
richard a. levine
society of little gardens
alexandra W. logue
harold lumley
Karen s. orman
david orman
Kathryn shaifer
gerald t. smith
n. deborah s. stapler
lenore W. tucker
lisa B. vernon
donna J. votto

In Memory of Louise McGowan
John P. Butler
William l. nassau
Karl h. spaeth
herbert o. sperry
camille schwartz
the Women’s committee

In Honor of Missy McQuiston
the Women’s committee

In Honor of David Nelson
anonymous

In Honor of Jane Nelson
Barbara a. Bronstein

In Memory of Craig Nelson
anonymous

In Memory of Clarissa Pell
the Women’s committee

In Honor of Sheldon Seligsohn
concerned citizens of center city

In Memory of Martin Swift
gloria s. swift

In Honor of Nancy Tabas
the Women’s committee

In Honor of Katherine Teszner
erica r. schockett

In Honor of Helen Weary
the Women’s committee

In Memory of Jane Wontrobski
Barbara a. Bronstein

In Memory of Mary Zantzinger
Mary Bert gutman
Mary B. supplee
the Women’s committee
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Treasures 2007 
special thanks to the following supporters and benefactors of 
the 2007 Treasures Show & Sale Underwriters and Benefactors.

UnderWriters
atlas america, inc.
glenMede
greater Philadelphia tourism 

Marketing corporation
obermayer rebmann Maxwell & 

hippel, llP
Peco, an exelon company
rutherford, Brown and  

catherwood, llc

chubb group of insurance  
companies

cooke & Bieler, inc.
the graham group
samuel tabas family foundation
Wachovia Bank

delaware investments
Morgan, lewis & Bockius, llP
nBc 10 tv
Philadelphia hospitality, inc.
rBc dain rauscher
daniel M. tabas family  

foundation
Whyy, a PBs station
900 aM WUrd

gold Benefactors
annenberg foundation
andrea Baldeck and Bill hollis
susan W. and cummins  

catherwood, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. alvin P. gutman
Mr. and Mrs. a. Bruce Mainwaring
Mrs. J. Maxwell Moran
Mr. John J. Medveckis
Phoebe and Myron resnick
doris samitz
nancy freeman tabas and  

lee e. tabas
helen stephenson Weary
schuy and ted Wood

silver Benefactors
Mr. and Mrs. robert M. Baylis
Janet and Webster dougherty
Penny and Bob fox
Jack and annette friedland
elaine and ramon garfinkel

Marguerite and stephen goff
Mrs. h. h. goldstine
esther gushner and  

earl Morgenstern
John otto haas
Michael and suchinda heavener
Betty Jane and r. Bruce  

heppenstall
susan h. horsey
Mr. and Mrs. John c. hover ii
Josephine and edward K. hueber
Patricia hueber
Mr. and Mrs. robert W. Kennedy
dr. and Mrs. richard d. lackman
the lawler foundation:
leonard and evelyn lauder fund
Mr. and Mrs. h. f. (gerry) lenfest
Missy and Bob McQuiston
lynnette f. Mesina d.M.d.
Bernie and rosa Meyers
dr. and Mrs. stanley Muravchick
Bonnie J. o’Boyle
adolf and geraldine Paier
Jeanne and donald scott
Bud and Patricia sperry
Mary Jo and francis r.  

strawbridge
Mr. leon c. sunstein, Jr.
Mrs. robert l. trescher
Mr. douglas c. Walker
James a. and  

nancy Bendiner Weiss
Mrs. John W. White

Benefactors
valla amsterdam
Barbara B. aronson
theodora ashmead
Joan Bachman
Mrs. francis J. Bagnell
llynda Barness
Mona and robert r. Batt
carolyn Bedrosian
Mrs. george deB. Bell
Mr. allen Berman
ira Brind
richard P. Brown, Jr.
laura and Bill Buck
Mrs. John P. Butler iii
Martha and al caesar

dr. and Mrs. robert e. campbell
alma o. cohen
suzanne and norman cohn
Mr. and Mrs. William l. conrad
l.d. dannenbaum
Mrs. alan J. davis
Mr. and Mrs. J. robert derr, Jr.
carpenter dewey, Jd
dr. happy craven fernandez
Kathleen and Martin field
geraldine dietz fox
Betty s. gerstley, M.d.
Philip glick
criswell gonzalez
victoria and duncan grant
Mr. and Mrs. g. davis greene
Mrs. W. Perry gresh
nancy and david hastings
Peter and louise havens
hannah l. henderson
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J. hill
hon. and Mrs. harris n. hollin
lynne and harold honickman
angela v. B. hudson
carole and irvin isen
Mrs. lawrence Johnson, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark B. Kennedy
Pamela c. Keon
ruth and Peter laibson
randy lazarus
dr. lisa linder
hope and Paul Makler
dr. and Mrs. gerald Margolis
suzanne and Joe Mcdevitt
timothy and catharine McKenna
annette Merle-smith
leo Model foundation, inc.
tom and Barbara rittenhouse
John r. rockwell
dr. and Mrs. donald J. rosato
sue Perel rosefsky
harold and emily starr
frances storey
roberta r.tanenbaum
Unique indoor comfort
Mr. and Mrs. raymond h. Welsh
amber West and Pierce Buller
deborah l. Wince-smith
Mr. and Mrs. richard e. Winston
deborah J. Zateeny

Penn MUseUM WoMen’s 
coMMittee WoUld  
also liKe to thanK the 
folloWing individUals 
and organiZations  
for assistance With 
treasUres 2007.
Walter Borton 
derr lumber and Millwork 
amy ellsworth 
Expedition Magazine 
fMi direct Mail Mark formica 

greater Philadelphia cultural 
alliance Jack Murray 

nancy gilboy 
Jane hopkinson 
the imaging group 
leslie laird Kruhly 
elizabeth lees and Bill caskey 
Marcia loeb 
Joseph e. lundy, esq. 
James r. Mathieu, Ph.d. 
suzanne J. Mcdevitt 
Museum catering company 
Penn alumni relations 
Penn Business services 
Penn Public safety Pennsylvania 

gazette John Prendergast  
Philadelphia antiques show 
resnick communications 

Paul Perrot 
alessandro Pezzati 
the Philadelphia Museum  

of art craft show
Barbara rothacker 
doris samitz 
nancy s. steinhardt, Ph.d. 
University city district 
Usartists: american fine art 

show/Pennsylvania academy  
of the fine arts
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Public Programs and conferences 
thanks to the follow sponsors, underwriters, and contributors of in-kind gifts to our 2007–2008 public programs  
and conferences.

In Support of the Young Friends’ Wined through History II event
Sponsors: albertson cooking school, Barefoot Wine and Bubbly, Blue 
coat gin, dock street Brewery, Kluge estate Winery and vineyard, nou-
veau concepts, llc., ristorante Panorama, southwest airlines, victory 
Brewing company. 
In-Kind Contributors: albertson cooking school, Barefoot Wine and 
Bubbly, Betsy Motter, Blue coat gin, capital Wines and spirits, dock 
street Brewery, estia restaurant, Kluge estate Winery and vineyard, 
the Mann center for the Performing arts, the Mission grill, nouveau 
concepts, llc., Philadelphia theatre company, Philadelphia Zoo, rae 
restaurant, ristorante Panorama, shiffrin selections, southwest airlines, 
victory Brewing company.

In Support of Peace around the World:  
An Annual Holiday Celebration
Joel and Joan Bachman, canada dry delaware valley, Jane and samuel 
hochberger, herbert o. sperry, Jr. and Patricia Q. sperry, the Women’s 
committee.

In Support of the Petersen Lecture Series
estate of Jeannette e.l. Mccabe

In Support of the Yuan Painting Conference
center for east asian studies, Winnie chin and Michael feng

In Support of Free First Tuesdays
P. agnes, inc., Patrick s. Pasquariello iii and vickie Pasquariello

In Support of Reports from the Field
roberts family foundation

In Support of Turkish Cultural Day
turkish cultural foundation

In Support of Young Friends Events
schuy Wood and theodore v. Wood, Jr.

In Support of Maya Weekend
far horizons archaeological & cultural trips, inc., Joel skidmore

In Support of the Andean Archaeological Conference
david fleming, goldman sachs

Penn Museum Development Office makes every effort to ensure accuracy in these listings. If 
you are a sustaining donor for the Museum and your name is omitted or misspelled, please 
accept our apologies and advise us of the correction by calling (215) 898-3099.
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matching Gift companies

ace ina foundation
Boeing company
the coca-cola company
exxon Mobil
general electric
glaxosmithKline
the glenmede trust company
goldman sachs
houghton Mifflin
iBM corporation
Johnson and Johnson
lockheed Martin corporation
Merck company foundation

Mobil foundation
new york life insurance co.
nuveen investments
oracle corporation
the William Penn foundation
the Pew charitable trusts
Pfizer foundation
PriceWaterhousecoopers llP
Quaker chemical corporation
vanguard group
verizon communications, inc.
Wachovia foundation Matching gifts Program

annual  susta ining  suppor t

corporate, foundation, and Government Agency Supporters
the Penn Museum gratefully acknowledges support from the following foundations, corporations, government agencies, and 
organizations for its exhibition, conservation, education, and special research programs.

1984 foundation
the institute for aegean Prehistory
P. agnes, inc.
american institute of iranian studies
the gustave g. and valla amsterdam foundation
atwater Kent foundation, inc.
William Bass charitable foundation
e. rhodes and leona B. carpenter foundation
center for east asian studies
connelly foundation
delaware investments
detweiler fund 
duPont company
far horizons archaeological and cultural trips, inc.
the haney foundation trust
hering trust, in support of Museum maintenance
hershey foods corporation
susan helen horsey fund
Mrs. Josephine a. hueber trust
iBM corporation
indo Pacific Prehistory association
the  JdB fund
Joukowsky family foundation
the Karabots foundation
the hagop Kevorkian fund
virginia and harvey Kimmel arts education fund
Kolb foundation
samuel h. Kress foundation
the leakey foundation
robert leventhal family foundation
the a.g. leventis foundation
leon levy foundation
christian r. and Mary f. lindback foundation
loeb classical library foundation
the christopher W. london charitable fund
the henry luce foundation inc.

christopher ludwick foundation
Main line endodontic associates
J.e.l. Mccabe trust, in support of the annual howard Petersen lecture
J.J. Medveckis foundation
fowler Merle-smith family charitable lead trust
institute for Museum and library services
national endowment for the humanities
national film Preservation foundation
the national geographic society
national science foundation
nhK - Japanese Broadcasting corporation
stavros s. niarchos foundation
the James h. ottoway, Jr. revocable trust
Peabody Museum at harvard University 
Philadelphia cultural Management initiative
Philadelphia volunteer lawyers for the arts
Precolumbia Mesoweb Press
Prudential foundation
roberts family foundation
rohm and haas, for lead sponsorship of the upcoming exhibit  

“Painted Metaphors”
the rooms corporation of newfoundland and labrador inc.
santa clara Pueblo tribal funds
schering-Plough corporation
eric and alexandra schoenberg foundation
the seth sprague educational and charitable foundation
the stockman family foundation
george B. storer foundation
subaru of america foundation
turkish cultural foundation
U.s. state department
shelby White-leon levy Program for archaeological Publication
c.K. Williams foundation
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Support of museum Research Projects
We acknowledge with gratitude the following donors to special research projects sponsored by the Penn Museum during 
2007–2008.

archaeological  
cheMistry PrograM
exxon Mobil corporation
dr. Jenny glusker
gretchen r. hall, Ph.d.
Mobil foundation

Ban chiang
Barbara and Burton abrams
daniel abrams
lois g. adam
Jean s. adelman
Kalayanee and louis Battista
lois and robert Baylis
dr. sarah M. Bekker
dolores and Merle Broberg
ruth e. Brown
nancie and t. g. Burkett
cummins catherwood Jr. and 

susan W. catherwood
Philip P. courtenay
Bonnie crosfield
elin and Wilton danien
christina and Jeremy deangelo
robert h. dyson
exxon Mobil corporation
clare and nicholas flocco
christine furtek and  

Michael ritter
helen a. and Joseph h. geary
garth and susan gill
Paula s. given
dr. Jenny glusker
criswell gonzalez
Barbara darhun grabias
alvin P. and Mary Bert gutman
gretchen r. hall, Ph.d.
elizabeth g. hamilton
hilary and larry hammerman
edwin and sue hastings
christie and John hastings
Michael P. and suchinda heavener
Barbara and William henderson
frances g. hoenigswald
dr. lee c. horne and  

Bruce Pearson

Jacqueline Whitley hover and  
John c. hover ii

edward K. and  
Josephine arader hueber

indo Pacific Prehistory association
adria Katz
frederick W. Keith, Jr., Ph.d.
christopher a. King, Ph.d.
richard y. Kirk, Ph.d.
Mrs. louis B. Klein
leslie laird Kruhly
James r. Kurtz
Jean M. landis and  

J. richard landis, Ph.d.
stephen a. lang
doris lange
Julianna lange
Katheryn Mcallister linduff
cecily littleton
sylvia e. lu
henry luce foundation
a. Bruce and Margaret  

r. Mainwaring
Margaret B. Masters
Jane o’sullivan Mcdonald
ann and donald McPhail
naomi f. Miller, Ph.d.
Mobil foundation
rex Morgan
harriet s. nash and  

samuel K. nash, sc.d.
Beatrice nichols
Bruce nichols
John J. and Pauline s. ondrejcin
Michael Parrington and  

helen schenck
ronald J. Pierce
Michael Pietrusewsky, Jr.
Myron e. resnick, M.d. and 

Phoebe resnick
robert rossman
Kathleen ryan, Ph.d.
ellyn c. sapper
Phanit senivongse and general 

thamasak senivongse
Martha c. and Paul sewell

ludy solheim and  
Wilhelm solheim ii

Joan e. st. John
frances and dr. James tan
david W. and Patricia Usner
elizabeth i. van horn
harold K. vickery, Jr.
Brian vincent, Ph.d. and  

Margaret vincent
gillian l. Wakely
Michael r. Weldon
rosamund W. Wendt, Ph.d.
elizabeth s. White
Joyce c. White, Ph.d.
darunee r. and  

William J. r. Wilson
elizabeth Wray

cochiti ProJect
douglas c. Walker

coPan ProJect
christopher Jones, Ph.d.
nhK - Japanese Broadcasting 

corporation
stavros s. niarchos foundation
robert sharer, Ph.d.

corinth coMPUter 
ProJect
1984 foundation
national endowment for  

the humanities

egyPtian research at 
saQQara and elseWhere
criswell gonzalez
virginia and harvey Kimmel arts 

education fund
M. Kate Pitcairn
Mrs. Joel Pitcairn

gordion
1984 foundation
Janet r fox and William W fox, Jr.
dr. crawford h. greenewalt, Jr.

edward K. and  
Josephine arader hueber

amey a. hutchins
darlene and elsie Johnson
samuel h. Kress foundation
naomi f. Miller, Ph.d.
lada onyshkevych, Ph.d.
rev. neale a. secor
Jessica grace treiman
Mary M. voigt, Ph.d.
alan Waldt
charles K. Williams ii, Ph.d.
John ellis Knowles Wisner

granicUs river valley  
archaeological sUrvey
george B. storer foundation

hasanlU
the hagop Kevorkian fund

innU research
the rooms corporation of  

newfoundland and labrador

istron MaPPing ProJect
Barbara J. hayden, Ph.d.
loeb classical library foundation
the institute for aegean Prehistory

Jiroft archaeological 
ProJect
atwater Kent foundation
dr. stephen r. Blair
earl Bracker and Paula  

christman-Bracker
amerigo and Katharine farina
ronald B. guttmann
Jeannine hola
Barbara ford link
alice P. and francis P. naughton
edward ochsenschlager, Ph.d.
Betty Potash
Jennifer rose
virginia and Werner schuele
susan r. silver
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grace sum
tom thorner
Jitendra K. and nivetida J. trivedi
Margaret J. Wright

Kenya
gretchen r. hall, Ph.d.
national science foundation
douglas c. Walker

Maya research
hershey foods corporation
Jeffrey W. hurst

Mt. lyKaion 
anonymous (1)
1984 foundation
cummins catherwood Jr. and 

susan W. catherwood
J. g. deMarco
dorothy dinsmoor
susan h. horsey
edward K. and  

Josephine arader hueber
the Karabots foundation
samuel h. Kress foundation
J.J. Medveckis foundation
Brian Kelly
Main line endodontic association
annette Merle-smith
the James h. ottoway, Jr.  

revocable trust
george Papanicolaou
gretchen and J. Barton riley

native aMerican  
reU ProJect
lisa gemmill
national science foundation

oMan ProJect
national geographic society
James h. Possehl
donna conforti rissman and  

Paul rissman, Ph.d.

Penn cUltUral  
heritage center
robert leventhal  

family foundation
Philadelphia volunteer  

lawyers for the arts
charles K. Williams ii, Ph.d.

PUeBlo research
santa clara Pueblo tribal funds

tiWanaKU ProJect
Kurt W. Bost
coca cola company

viJayanagara
richard Brockman, M.d.
John s. copland
catherine g. curran
Jonathan elford
John eskenazi
dorry friesen
Jack goldring and sue Kirby
elizabeth hoddy
Margaret and Peter Jeffreys
anthony d. Korner
the a.g. leventis foundation
sebastian loew, Ph.d.
the christopher W. london 

charitable fund
Brendan lynch
Janet Mcalpin
Peter Meyer
george a. newell
eleanor n. schwartz
shelvy White-leon levy Program 

for archaeological Publications
Phyllis M. sternau
W.r. trevelyan

villa Magna  
eXcavations
1984 foundation

* deceased
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Board of overseers 2007–2008

Michael J. Kowalski, Chairman
robert M. Baylis
robert W. Bogle
rebecca Bushnell, Ph.d., Ex-Officio
susan W. catherwood, Chairman Emerita
david t. clancy
carrie s. cox
ronald J. daniels, Ex-Officio
susan frier danilow, esq.
Michael feng
Marguerite goff, Ex-Officio
criswell c. gonzalez
Mary Bert gutman, Emerita
amy gutmann, Ph.d., Ex-Officio
Zahi hawass, Ph.d.
richard hodges, Ph.d., Ex-Officio
John c. hover ii, Chairman Emeritus
Phyllis shearer Jones
gail Kamer lieberfarb
diane vs. levy
Joseph e. lundy, esq.
a. Bruce Mainwaring, Chairman Emeritus
frederick J. Manning, esq.
Missy McQuiston
John J. Medveckis
annette Merle-smith, Emerita
geraldine Paier, Ph.d.
John r. rockwell
eric schoenberg, Ph.d.
sara s. senior, Chairman Emerita
Brian P. tierney, esq.
douglas c. Walker
gregory annenberg Weingarten
Jill topkis Weiss
charles K. Williams ii, Ph.d., Emeritus
deborah Wince-smith

Honorary Members:
Josephine hueber

FPO

board of  overseers
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